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David Monks RAeC Chairman

It doesn’t seem five minutes since I was asked to write my contribution to the summer newsletter and
here, we are already in mid-Autumn. I hope summer provided every opportunity to fly and the early
October warm weather has certainly been a bonus.
We continue to prepare for the Medals & Awards video presentation. When it is ready there will be a
communication to the associations so the viewing can be published. Dates and information will be
released shortly. On a positive note, the 2022 Medals & Awards Ceremony has been booked to take
place in May 2022 at the RAF Club in Piccadilly. This certainly shows a very positive return to normality
for the largest event in our calendar. The date for your diary is 17th May 2022. It will soon be time for
the nomination process to begin and I hope I will be able to award the Chairman’s Trophy for the first
time.
The Council attended a Zoom with UK Anti Doping, UKAD. The session was very informative and those
who attended found it very useful. It was an hour-long session and it certainly helped the attendees
have a greater in-depth knowledge of UKAD and WADA. It is hoped to continue with periodic meetings
with UKAD which can be held by Zoom. It’s very worthwhile attending and the two presenters
understood their subject which in turn made the session easy to understand.
The Royal Aero Club is preparing for the forthcoming 115th FAI General Conference which is being held
online. It’s being held from 9th to 11th November. If you have any input then please contact UK FAI Vice
President Robert Hughes.
I would like to offer my congratulations to RAeC VP, Mark Asquith who has been appointed as President
of the Europe Hang Gliding and Paragliding Union and to Robert Hughes who has succeeded Geoff
Weighell as CEO of the BMAA. I am sure you will join me in wishing both of them every success.
Before I sign off, I am sure you will all join me in wishing our editor, Judith, a speedy recovery from
recent mishap involving an arachnid resulting in a broken leg.
As we all return to normality, let’s hope the mild weather continues to be kind to us all and winter feels
as short as the summer did.

David Monks
Chairman
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
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jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FROM YOUR EDITOR
This Newsletter might be not quite as long as issues in the past. Having decided not to whack the living
daylights out of a large spider, who was sitting in the middle of the kitchen floor, and be a kindly caring
person and take it outside, I was just stepping over the front threshold when it tried to escape the beaker
I’d got it into. Needless to say I jump just as I was putting my foot forward and the result

If your air sport has competitions, get togethers, AGM’s, Webinars or online training etc between now and
mid-May or you would like to promote your air sport please do forward photos and reports/articles for
inclusion in the 2022 Winter issue (copy deadline 15th January ish – note the important ish lol). Please
email Newsletter contribution articles, information and jpegs (labelled please) to me at
jude@royalaeroclub.uk Also jpegs for future RAeC Newsletter front covers would be wonderful to receive.
If you are not being emailed the mini version of the RAeC Newsletters please ask your Air Sports
Association secretary to do so or if you do not have internet access to be able to see the larger online
issue please ask RAeC General Secretary Dave Phipps to send you your smaller printed version by snail
mail. Where I have used/obtained information from websites and other sources I have taken that, as usual,
this will be with your blessing and photographs are credited where known.
My thanks to Paul Tallet at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of this Autumn 2021 issue
and to Andy Symons for permission to use his photo (For the teckies: taken with a DJI Mini2, using 9 shots
stitched in to a wide angle shot then processed using the Theta+ app)
Wishing you all seasons greeting for the holidays ahead and a safe, healthy and prosperous New Year.

Jude Wordsworth
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC Office at 31 St Andrew’s
Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk
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The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air Sport in the
United Kingdom.
Today its principal role is co-ordinating, promoting and protecting all forms of recreational and competitive
air sport in the UK, represent UK air sport internationally and has a major role in setting technical standards,
negotiating with international official bodies and, in consultation with our member organisations, appoint
UK delegates to the various Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
2022 Medals & Awards Ceremony

The date has been booked to take place on 17th May 2022 at the RAF Club in Piccadilly, London.
This certainly shows a very positive return to normality for the largest event in our calendar.

GA ALLIANCE - Situation Report October 2021

Summary and Observations
My thanks to Roger Hopkinson, GAA Facilitator, for the following summary and observations.
The third quarter finally saw further welcome post shutdown return to some normality of flying for GA
though still somewhat restricted for those who wish to enjoy European flying.
The regulatory scene is currently more active that the author can recall in recent times at all levels: policy,
organisation and detail consultation. Notably RPAS (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems) and
environmental aspects are increasingly a regular feature.
Some helpful initiatives directly highlighted by Secretary of State Grant Shapps including an independent
appeal against CAA procedures and a high level “National Authorities Association” (NAA) initiative to share
ideas with other nations .
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ACPs remain at a very high level, with further additions particularly in Temporary Danger areas for RPAS
trial activity but also revival of covid dormant extant change proposals. Emerging RPAS/UAS activity
beyond individual/specific ACPs saw least two separate groups emerging to seek to address common
airspace interests (Shared Airspace Council and Airspace Integration Forum). GAA is represented in both
of these. Broadening that situation further, is the relative recent emergence of the RPAS community as
the “new GA“entrant alongside the mature, and similarly complex, GA/S&RA community. This is a situation
feature we need to recognise: see next paragraph!
Following and progressing the announcement that the General Aviation Unit (GAU) and RPAS unit teams
will be formally integrated Sophie O’Sullivan, head of both, has announced an organisation design (OD)
review programme. That is a clearly a significant change and piece of work including internal processes
and structure as well as the nature of work load, allocation and execution. Within that and to support the
organisation design, there is usefully a review of how engagement and consultation is developed and
progressed. Meanwhile there is some frustration from member Associations on current specific issues (eg.
pilot licensing post Brexit and delegations). The author’s perspective is that it will
take until the end of the year before that is established and disruption is inevitable in a change of such
magnitude though is hopefully worth the investment of “new way forward”. Time will tell!
The reset of the Airspace Modernisation Strategy (AMS) programme continues with what those involved
regard as a credible inclusive approach as reported previously. Direct engagement with the ACOG
(Airspace Change Organisation Group) the NATS lead Master Plan organisation and separately GAA
ongoing regular NATS engagement and alignment meeting is hopefully ensuring improved and more
optimal way forward. Regularly in these discussions we find much more in common than we might have
expected, at least at high level. The concerning aspect is the lack of progress on extant issues like Airspace
reclassification (see detail below) which is on an extended programmes and also current “pop up” airspace
related consultations which should surely be more relevant in a post AMS review period or at least
integrated in it. It is though the picture we have always seen – perhaps the funding review will address
such operational inefficiencies.

SPORTING LICENCES 2022
WORLD RECORD AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
We recommend that your application to your air sport association is done at least four weeks before the
event in which you wish to take part AND that you check the FAI Database to make sure your details are
registered, and registered correctly. http://old.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sporting-licences
To check your own licence, please enter the e-mail address stored in the sporting licence to the following
field and press Submit. If you do not know what e-mail address is stored in the database, please contact
your NAC. List of NACs can be found at: http://www.fai.org/members#active_members

DON’T FORGET YOUR 5% online discount from Pooleys
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com use the promotional code
YES at the checkout and you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education Support)
the youth arm of the LAA is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.

FACEBOOK
If you aren’t already following and liked our RAeC FaceBook page
https://www.facebook.com/1129595953719600/posts/2985832231429287?sfns=mo

checkout
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OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
AVIATION REPORTING PORTAL
The aviation reporting portal was re-launched for the UK on 5 January 2021
https://e2.aviationreporting.eu/reporting?mc_cid=fb93c43c25&mc_eid=caaaf4ba61

THE ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP ON GENERAL AVIATION
(APPG-GA) https://generalaviationappg.uk
The APPG’s work has been suspended until further notice.
Sir Stephen Hillier, new CAA Chairman became Chair of the Civil Aviation Authority on 1 August 2020.
He previously had a long career in the Royal Air Force, eventually becoming Chief of the Air Staff, the
head of the Service.
He has extensive military flying experience as a
pilot and instructor on a wide range of aircraft
types, although his flying career started at age 17
when the CAA issued him his Private Pilot’s
Licence.
He also has wide experience of leading large,
complex and high-profile portfolios and
programmes, and of change and risk management
within regulated environments.

BRITISH AIRFIELD NEWS
For British Airfield news, the good news and sadly some bad news see the Is Your Airfield Under
Threat? section in this Newsletter

The Fédération Aéronautique Internationale, FAI - The World Air Sports Federation, was founded
in 1905 and is a non-governmental and non-profit making international organisation with the basic aim of
furthering aeronautical and astronautical activities worldwide, ratifying world and continental records and
coordinating the organisation of international competitions. It is recognised by the International Olympic
Committee (IOC). The FAI is now an organisation of more than 100 member-organisations, forming a
strong network linking all those who participate in air sports worldwide.
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A LITTLE SOMETHING TOPICAL TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant applications, the
Trust prime focus is improving the public accessibility of the Royal Aero Club Collection and increasing
the availability of bursaries to help young people improve their flying skills.
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) has 2 main objectives:
1.
The Trust's main aim is to enable young people to achieve their full physical, intellectual, social and
spiritual potential through participation in air sports and recreation. To offset financial constraints, the
Flying for Youth Scheme offers initial bursaries to young people aged between 14 and 21 years to enhance
existing qualifications. The Advanced bursaries assist more experienced air sports persons up to 24 years
of age reach the very highest level of achievement such as gaining an instructor qualification or to compete
in international or national competitions.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries
2.
The Trust through its connection with The Royal Aero Club is concerned to maintain and enhance
the presentation of over one hundred years of aviation history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and
archive documents originally owned by the Club and now owned by the Trust. These are primarily house
with the RAF Museums but also available through the Trust’s “Collections” website
(www.royalaeroclubcollection.org).

NEWS
My thanks to David Bills for his report:The promotion of air sports to young people between the ages of 14 and 24 years through the Trust Flying
for Youth scheme is one of the aims of the RAeCT through its bursary scheme. The purpose of the scheme
is to provide bursaries to enable applicants to progress in their chosen air sports despite a lack of
opportunity or financial constraints in order to develop their full potential.
The Royal Aero Club’s memorabilia is housed in the RAF Museum. The Trust has an ongoing program of
restoring and cataloguing the Collection. The Collection is available to historians and others to view and
for research and is published on a bespoke website.
Both the Flying for Youth scheme and the Collections website provide a useful public service for
researchers and today’s youth.
Due to the pandemic, 21 applicants awarded bursaries in 2020 have been allowed to carry their bursaries
forward to 2021. So far, over 60% have successfully achieved their air sport goals including 2 skydivers
who competed in national Championships and another skydiver who qualified as a Coach.
This year, the Trust awarded 27 bursaries. Already, over half of the recipients across all sports have
achieved their target qualifications and have successfully claimed their grants. For example, glider pilots
have gained aerobics badges and competed in the British Aerobatics Academy National Power Aerobatics
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Championships. Additionally, skydivers have gained B and C licenses as well as a plethora of other
qualifications. One skydiver has been allowed to carry forward her bursary to 2022 because of injury.

Tom Taplin

Alex Phillips

There were no applications from micro-light pilots or balloon pilots for a bursary this year. Similarly, no
Flight Simulator flyer applied for a grant. Young air sport youngsters in these disciplines are encouraged
to apply for a 2022 bursary.

Rachel Calvert

Application forms and terms and conditions are now published on the Trust website with a closing
date of 31st March 2022.
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A grant has been made to the Glider Heritage Centre towards the restoration of the Clarke Glider. The
Trust is assisting the Isle of Man Museum enhance its TT display by providing a replica photograph of the
CS Rolls painting held by the Trust. Charles Stewart Rolls was a founder member of the Royal Aero Club.
A renowned pioneer aviator (balloons and very early fixed wing aircraft) he competed and won the Isle of
Man TT in 1906. Collection enquiries remain at about 1 a week. The RAF Museum, where most of the
Collection is housed, has re-opened, enabling the Trust research volunteers to continue their work in the
Museum Reading Room.

Ethan Williams

Ciran Strong
To contact the Bursary Administrator David Bills Bursaries@royalaeroclubtrust.org
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BURSARY SPONSORSHIPS
The Trust is immensely grateful to all sponsors for their generous financial support vital to enable the Trust
to achieve its goals of encouraging air sport youngsters in their chosen air sport and for the preservation
of the Trust’s aviation memorabilia.
For example, the newly donated Pooley Bursary, announced earlier in the year, and awarded to light
aircraft pilot Benjamin Gilmore training for his PPL at the Shropshire Aero Club has been successfully
claimed despite pandemic restrictions.
The Trust is very grateful to its sponsors who generously provide the funds for bursaries. If you, or your
organisation, would like to assist young people in this way by becoming a Trust sponsor, please make
contact with the Trust or click on “Donations” on the Trust website, www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Want to give something back to air sports? Interested in the management and future development of the
Trust? Then why not apply to become a Trust volunteer?
The Royal Aero Club Trust currently seeks volunteers to further strengthen the Trust Management Team
and assist the Trust in its development in the coming decade. If you have a keen interest in air sports
generally or you have particular skills, interest or experience in aviation heritage, fundraising and grant
making, IT, or communications (PR), why not contact the Trust to discuss volunteering opportunities and
the possibility of eventually being appointed to the Trust Management Committee.
If this opportunity excites you then email your interest to the Chairman of Trustees, David Bills
(bursaries@royalaeroclubtrust.org)
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IS YOUR AERODROME UNDER THREAT?
NOT GOOD NEWS: FAIROAKS AIRPORT- Fairoaks Airport in Surrey is facing a new challenge from
property developers just two years after beating off a plan to build a garden village on the site. Westcore
Europe, a property developer which manages some of the buildings at Fairoaks, is reported as leasing the
tower and some office and hangar space to a film set company already based at the airport. Tower staff
and owners with aircraft in the hangar, have been told to vacate by the end of February 2022 though we
understand that negotiations are continuing.
GOOD NEWS: SHENNINGTON AIRFIELD – will continue to support recreational aviation
My thanks to John Walker for his latest UK Airfields update:
Aerodrome

Current Status

Cambridge

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group (MADG) will be vacating the aerodrome by 2030 and have
signed an option to lease land at Cranfield with Wyton (see page 2) being considered as an alternative
site. The site has been put forward for a major housing development in the First Proposals for the new
Greater Cambridge Local Plan.
Site included in South Oxfordshire District Council 2034 Local Plan adopted on 10 December 2020 for
a 3,000-home development with a new runway for Martin-Baker Aircraft (MBA) operations for which
development a planning application was submitted by Homes England (HE) the land owner. The
application was withdrawn on 21 May 21 pending a review of the plans after the CAA recommended
that the proposed development be discontinued as it was incompatible with MBA’s current site
operations. HE has stated that they will use their CPO powers if negotiations about the development
with MBA (their tenant) are unsuccessful.
Site nominated by the West Midlands Combined Authority for a Gigafactory for the production of
electric vehicle batteries. Public consultation on proposals ended on 6 June 2021 with a planning
application being submitted on 15 July 2021.
Central Government has accepted the site for development as a 1,500 home Garden Village. East
Northamptonshire Council (now part of the new North Northamptonshire Council) approved the site
masterplan on 15 October 2018. A planning application for the development is awaited.
Planning application for mixed use development with 1,800 homes on site approved by Waverley
Borough Council on 14 December 2016 but called in for a Public Inquiry the result of which was Central
Government approval for the application on 29 March 2018. Protest groups appealed these decisions
in the High Court but the Court rejected these challenges on 5 November 2018. The development has
now been granted Government Garden Village status.
York City Council definitive Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 25 May 2018 with public
hearings commencing on 10 December 2019 includes a development of up to 3,330 homes occupying
the middle section of the runway. Further Local Plan public consultation on major modifications to
the plan ended on 7 July 2021.
Land owner of part of the site has reportedly given notices to vacant by February 2022 to some hangar
and aerodrome building tenants which action does not affect the operation of the taxiways and
runway which are in separate ownership. Public consultation ended on 30 July 2018 on Surrey Heath
Borough Council’s draft Local Plan options document which states that for Chobham “Employment
and Retail - Sets out that development at Fairoaks Airport should be guided by a development brief /
masterplan.”
In September 2018 South Staffordshire Council approved a Site Allocation Document expanding on
the previously adopted Core Strategy within the Local Plan which states that the aerodrome is
allocated and protected for employment purposes. A planning application has been submitted for the
construction by MCR Property Group, the site owner, of 112 homes on south-west corner of site and
aerodrome improvements, including construction of 3 new hangars.

Chalgrove

Coventry

Deenethorpe

Dunsfold

Elvington

Fairoaks

Halfpenny Green
(Wolverhampton
Business Airport)

Langar

Aerodrome currently occupied and operated by British Parachute Schools sold in January 2019 to the
owner of Nottingham City (Tollerton) aerodrome (see entry on page 2).
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Aerodrome
Long Marston

Current Status
Aerodrome is designated in Stratford-on-Avon Local Plan adopted Core Strategy for housing and has
Government Garden Village approval for which a planning application has been submitted. Developer
is Cala Homes in conjunction with site owner. See entry for Wellesbourne Mountford on page 3.

North Denes

The aerodrome (Yarmouth Heliport) with two grass runways is for sale having been disused since 2015
on the cessation of North Sea helicopter operations.

Nottingham City
(Tollerton)

With the support of the land owner, site and adjoining land earmarked for up to 4,000 homes in Local
Plan adopted by Rushcliffe Borough Council on 8 October 2019. A planning application for
development proposals to the north and east of the aerodrome has been submitted.
HE has bought the aerodrome site from Mariposa Investments. A public consultation by Welwyn
Hatfield Borough Council ended on 1 May 2020 into providing additional housing sites for the Local
Plan which schemes preclude a realigned grass runway to the north of previous runway 11/29
proposed in the current draft Local Plan. Latest public hearings on the Local Plan ended on 17 March
2021. An outline planning application to re-open the aerodrome has been submitted.
Huntingdonshire District Council submitted an unsuccessful bid for a 2,500 home Garden Village on
site. The Council subsequently withdrew their support for the proposal but the site is still listed in the
Council’s Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment.
FlyPlymouth, a local social enterprise aerodrome support group, plans to reopen the aerodrome and
start regional airline services. Sutton Harbour Group, the site lease holder, have proposed a mixeduse development although the adopted Plymouth City / South-West Devon Joint Local Plan retains
the site for aviation use at least until the first 5-year review of the adopted Plan.
Tandridge District Council public consultation on four potential Garden Village sites including Redhill
ended on 9 October 2017. The definitive 2033 Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 18
January 2019 with hearings ending on 28 November 2019 has ruled out the site for a Garden Village
and allocated it protected status as an Important Employment Site. The current draft Tandridge Local
Plan earmarks the aerodrome for employment purposes and notes that the site is within the Green
Belt with a high risk of surface water flooding. Part of the site is within the boundary of Reigate and
Banstead Borough Council whose Local Plan proposal to safeguard the site for housing has been
rejected by the Planning Inspector examining the plan.
Planning application approved, subject to fulfilment of conditions, by Bassetlaw District Council on 18
August 2021 to convert hangars 6 to 11 into a vehicle testing facility and for dual use of the runway
for autonomous vehicle testing and aircraft.

Panshanger

Peterborough /
Sibson
Plymouth

Redhill

Retford /
Gamston

Thurrock

Wellesbourne
Mountford

Wycombe Air
Park

Thurrock Council have issued to the landowner’s agent a Scoping Opinion on an Environmental Impact
Assessment for development of 750 houses, a medical centre and employment units on aerodrome
site.
Stratford-on-Avon District Council Core Strategy stated policy is to “Retain and support the
enhancement of the established flying functions and aviation related facilities at Wellesbourne
Airfield”. The Council have rescinded the owner’s permitted development rights and have initiated
negotiations for an agreed purchase of the site whilst also taking CPO action to acquire the site. £1
million remains in the Council’s budget to fund the CPO action. Under a MoU dated 30 August 2019
between the Council and the site owners, the CPO action has been suspended for up to a year (which
period has now been extended) to allow the owners to propose limited development of the site whilst
retaining the aviation facilities with some of the tenants being offered continued occupancy of the
site to cover the period of the MoU.
Site lease holder (Helicopter Aircraft Holdings Ltd) has agreed new leases with the land owner,
Wycombe District Council (now part of the new Buckinghamshire Council). The Council’s adopted
2033 Local Plan provides for an industrial / warehousing complex on south-western part of the site
requiring shortening of runway 35 and relocation of gliding activities to the north, for which changes
a public consultation has been held and a planning application made for a new glider track.
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MoD Sites
Abingdon
Aerodrome
2024/25
Brawdy 2024

Colerne 2025
Dishforth 2031

Halton
Aerodrome
2022
Henlow 2023

North Luffenham
2022
Scampton 2022
Spitalgate 2024

Swanton Morley
2031
Tern Hill 2025

Wethersfield
2025
Wyton
Aerodrome

The following MoD aerodrome sites are planned for disposal in the years indicated:
Site earmarked for Garden Village style development with 1,200 homes in Vale of White Horse District
Council 2031 Local Plan Part 2 adopted by the Council on 9 October 2019. Under the Plan, the
development area is restricted to the south of the old runway 08/26.
Cawdor Barracks. Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have submitted site for mixed use
development for the review of 2033 Local Development Plan 2 by Pembrokeshire Council but this is
not included in the draft Plan issued for public consultation ending on 18 March 2020.
Aerodrome was originally expected to be sold in 2018. Local business interest in maintaining the
aerodrome for aviation purposes.
Aerodrome site being disposed of but not included for development in the 2035 Harrogate Borough
Council Local Plan adopted by the Council on 4 March 2020 but site is expected to be considered
during first review of the adopted Plan.
The DIO future vision document for RAF Halton & the Aylesbury Vale District Council (now part of the
new Buckinghamshire Council) definitive 2033 Local Plan exclude development of the aerodrome site.
Further public hearings of the Local Plan ended on 29 April 2021.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE. Public consultation on
major modifications to Central Bedfordshire Council draft 2035 Local Plan closed on 5 May 2021 and
these changes expect the site to be redeveloped for alternative, non-military uses with due regard for
the on-site heritage assets including the airfield.
Rutland County Council have withdrawn the draft Local Plan which included a 2,215-home community
for the site, from public examination and are drafting a new Plan. The community development had
been accepted under the Government Garden Village programme.
The resident Red Arrows display team will relocate to RAF Waddington.
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between
the DIO and HE. Site earmarked for a Garden Village style settlement in South Kesteven District
Council 2036 Local Plan adopted by the Council on 30 January 2020.
Robertson Barracks. There is no reference to the closure of the Barracks in the definitive Breckland
Council 2036 Local Plan adopted by the Council on 28 November 2019.
Clive Barracks. Shropshire Council public consultation ended on 26 February 2021 on a presubmission draft of the 2038 Local Plan includes a 750-home mixed use development of the Barracks
site leaving the airfield intact.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE with a new prison and
housing being considered.
DIO in partnership with property developer Crest Nicholson has proposed a 4,500-home development
on site which is not included in the adopted 2036 Huntingdonshire District Council Local Plan. MADG
is considering relocating from Cambridge (see page 1) to the site.
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
It’s over! Now let’s plan for 2022…….
Well, that’s it. We have just finished our 2021 season with a small but extremely successful Advanced
Nationals hosted by the wonderful Shropshire Aero Club at Sleap. Congratulations to new champion,
David
Kean.
Some
fantastic
flying
from
all.
Read
the
details
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/news/view/advanced-nationals-at-sleap and for the full results go to
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/contest/result/201

Advanced Trophy & winning Extra 330LX
Despite the best efforts of the Met Office, COVID-19 and a whole host of technical gremlins, broken
aeroplanes, and challenges in getting checked out and back up to speed, we have still managed a
number of excellent contests, especially the well-attended Junior Nationals at Peterborough
Conington.
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Further congratulations to Sports champion, Andy McKee, and Intermediate king Maciej Kulaszewski.
An excellent contest, wonderfully hosted by Julie Churchill and her team. The full report from CD Chris
Sills can be read here https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/contest/result/202

The Conington crew pay tribute to earlier crews who made it all possible……

The Contest Calendar and the detailed planning for each event take a huge amount of effort, steered by
Jen Buckenham and Brian McCartney, with many others taking on the roles of Contest Director or
Chief Judge. A big thank you from all the pilots to all these volunteers, together with Judges, Assistants
and the ever-hospitable airfield operators who make these contests possible and ensure that they run
smoothly.
So now on to 2022. The CIVA annual meeting will take place in November, after which the international
venues for next year will be known and we can start planning for our teams’ attendance at these events.
Jen is already agreeing provisional dates with airfields around the country for domestic contests and the
National championships. Watch for further announcements as the diary fills up and get planning for a
successful season next year.

Andy McKee’s diminutive Silence Twister – mount of a champion!
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INTERNATIONALS
For a variety of reasons this year’s FAI contest calendar was much chopped and curtailed. The Glider
World Championships took place in Poland, and produced a great contest, but sadly without GBR
representation. Similarly, the World Advanced Championships, also held in Poland, but with a muchreduced field. The sole UK competitor at any international event this year was Adrian Willis, who ferried
his GenPro all the way to Deva, Romania to compete at the European Intermediate Championships.
Adrian was accompanied by fellow instructor and UK Intermediate champion, Maciej Kulaszewski,
representing his home country of Poland, along with team manager, John Royce.

Talk Aeros
Our series of online chats and presentations on all things aerobatic continues. David Thomson’s ‘The
Joy of Seqs’ proved a bestseller, with some really decent tips and ideas for putting together a flyable
and competitive sequence. Stjohn Youngman, CEO of Electroflight made a fascinating presentation
on electric powertrains and set out the ACCEL E-NXT speed record programme and his thoughts on
how this technology might influence the design of future aerobatic mounts. Dave Farley and Ruth Scott
are working on other topics to keep us amused and engaged over the quieter winter months. You can
view all the previous episodes on our YouTube channel here. If you have any ideas or suggested
speakers for future Talk Aeros topics, please contact the team using events@aerobatics.org.uk
The previous recordings are:
Episode

Presenter

Subject

Talk Aeros 1

Dave Farley

Taking part in my first international competition

Talk Aeros 2

Ringo Massa

How to use OpenAero for designing your sequence

Talk Aeros 3

Tom Cassells

Brian McCartney interviewing Tom on his life in flying

Talk Aeros 4

Nick Buckenham

Mistakes not to make in front of judges

Talk Aeros 5

Mélanie Astles

Physical and mental preparation for aerobatics

Talk Aeros 6

David Thomson

The Joy of Seqs – designing sequences to win

Talk Aeros 7

Stjohn Youngman

Electric Flight and the Accel E-NXT (tba shortly)

Find some time to sit down and watch these fascinating talks. You won’t be disappointed!

Fascinating topics – with more to come!
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SPITFIRE FLIGHT RAFFLE WINNER
Previous winner David Munn and his son Brice have sent us a great little video celebrating David’s flight
in
the
two-seat
Spitfire
with
Boultbee
Flight
Academy
at
Goodwood.
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/news/view/spitfire-flight-winner-on-youtube See it and be transported on
the flight of a lifetime.

ANOTHER CHANCE TO WIN A SPITFIRE FLIGHT
Win a fantastic 45-minute flight in the iconic, combat-veteran Spitfire in the BRITISH AEROBATICS
SPITFIRE RAFFLE.
The next draw will take place on the 12th November 2021 and the closing date is the 10th November
2021. Buy your tickets, £20, from https://www.raffleplayer.com/britishaerobatics

The prize is a fantastic 30 minute flight in the iconic Battle of Britain Spitfire, PLUS a 20 minute flight
for up to 4 friends or family in the GA8 Airvan flying in formation with the Spitfire.
At the pilot’s discretion, you may take control of the Spitfire. The prize also includes a FREE digital
video of your flight, a framed flight certificate, a souvenir Flight Patch, the opportunity for photographs
by the Spitfire you just flew.
The flights, provided by Fly a Spitfire, will take place from the famous war-time fighter station at Biggin
Hill. The total value of the prize is worth over £3,200 and you will have a 1 in 1,000 chance of winning.
Proceeds from the raffle will go towards the British Aerobatic Team training and support fund in
preparation for World and European Championships.
Also, from the proceeds of each raffle, British Aerobatics will make a donation to The Douglas Bader
Foundation who, since 1982, has worked tirelessly to advance and promote the physical, mental and
spiritual welfare of persons who are without one or more limbs, or otherwise physically disabled.
(Registered Charity No. 800435).
The prize recipient must be over 18 years of age. Evidence of age may be required, full Terms and
Conditions can be found at: https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/publications Each ticket costs £20 for this
once in a life-time chance to fly in a real Spitfire! To buy your raffle ticket(s)
https://www.raffleplayer.com/britishaerobatics?email=email1&utm_source=email1&utm_medium=ema
il&utm_campaign=October20
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Our last winner Gareth Morris recently took his flight with
Fly a Spitfire at Biggin Hill and loved it so much he has
started to take flying lessons in his native North Wales.
Now that is the power of flight!

Advanced Training Scheme
Building on the fundraising initiative, David Cowden has now launched our search for candidates who
we can help accelerate their ambition to compete at Unlimited level in either glider or power disciplines.
Applicants will need to demonstrate a serious commitment to developing the skills required and a track
record of quality aerobatic training.
A copy of the press release launching the scheme is available to review at
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/news/view/new-grant-scheme-takes-off and the application form and
terms and conditions can be found at https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/publications

So, as we wrap up our 2021 season look out for our annual feedback survey on Survey Monkey which
is your opportunity to tell us what you liked, what you didn’t and what we should be planning for next
year. You can always email suggestions to chairman@aerobatics.org.uk or get in touch for a chat with
Chairman Steve Todd or one of British Aerobatics directors. British Aerobatics are always looking for
your views and ideas for the future.
Many thanks for your excellent support of British Aerobatics in 2021 and we look forward to a winter of
maintenance and training ready for a competitive season next year. Fly safe and train hard!

COMPETITION 2022 CALENDAR
Full details will appear on the BA website https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/events and opening and closing
dates for each contest will be tightly controlled so they can adapt plans quickly if needed.
Other events and the competition calendar: https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/events
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RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
There is a single category of membership (Member) and due on 1st January each year and open to all
ie competing pilots, judges, officials and aerobatic enthusiasts are all welcome and encouraged to join
and support British Aerobatics.

All are welcome and encouraged to join and support British Aerobatics so please encourage anyone
you know who wants to support aerobatics to do so as well.
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/membership
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the safety,
enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air ballooning, gas ballooning
and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical office libraries;
sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database; inspector information;
instructor and examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct debit and membership details
etc.
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing and
providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the UK from
the north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs to some of the
largest gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range of
topics, including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for managing
training standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
SHENNINGTON GLIDING CLUB
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BGA AWARDS – NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE IN 2021
The BGA has a number of awards that can be made to those who have given exceptional
service to gliding, either at club or national level.
The BGA Diploma may be awarded to any individual serving a BGA club or the interests of
UK gliding who has been nominated by a BGA club or by the BGA Executive Committee.
Instituted in 2004, the BGA Medal may be awarded to any individual serving the BGA or the
broad interests of UK gliding who in the view of the BGA Executive Committee has rendered
exceptional service to the British Gliding Association or to UK gliding.
Nominations for 2021 BGA awards should be submitted in confidence to the BGA Office by
the 30th November 2021. The awards will be presented at the BGA Conference on the 12th
February 2022
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BGA CONFERENCE 2022

There will be something for everyone at the ‘Fit for the Future’ BGA Sporting Conference on
Saturday 12th of February 2022!
A great programme of presentations is being developed, including by Paul Bonhomme, 6 x
winner of the Red Bull Air race, on how he has transitioned from power pilot to glider pilot and
loving it!
The main conference programme will begin at 10.30 am with the exhibition and trade stands
being open from 9 am. In between some great conference presentations, browse and treat
yourself to the most modern and up to date essentials, add-ons, nice to haves, and electronic
gadgetry available from our trade stands. You can even place an order for that new glider!
Keep informed on a whole bunch of technical issues with the ‘Fast and Curious’ presentations
hosted by Navboys. And of course spend time catching up with friends whilst relaxing in the
hotel surroundings.
The BGA awards will be presented in the evening during a formal dinner which is open to
anyone in gliding.
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
From its head office in Leicester the British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA) supports
a country-wide network of recreational clubs and registered schools, and provides the infrastructure
within which hang gliding and paragliding in the United Kingdom (UK) thrive.

NEWS
11th WORLD ACCURACY CHAMPIONSHIPS MACEDONIA 2021
My thanks to Team UK competitor Cherry McMahon for her report:
Where to begin? This being my first World championships and the largest international competition I
competed in. As you can imagine I was overwhelmed with a magnitude of various emotions: Excitement,
nerves, anxiety, doubt, happiness and so forth. This opportunity was something I didn’t imagine I’d get
the chance to take and yet by some stroke of luck and hard work there I was. So, before we get stuck
into the day to day running of the competition, I felt it was important to applaud the organisers for their
hard work on what was an amazingly difficult competition. They faced formidable conditions, frustrated
pilots, Covid and plenty of other hurdles and the stress they were under was not something to be envied.
It should also be mentioned that the safety committee, of which team member Andy Shaw was part of,
worked remarkably to ensure pilots safety.
Anyway, let’s begin with the arrival, thanks to some advice from team members we headed out to the
competition early for some extra training. This was one of the best decisions we could have made, the
weather from Day 1-5 was beautiful, hot, and perfect for our flying. Although the heat did mean that it
was slightly thermic, a noticeable change from cloudy England. Whilst team members Myrianthe
Ewington and Andy Shaw were out competing in the European cup,
Ben Woodcock, William Lawrence and I
manged to gain roughly 6 hours extra airtime
each, across the 5-day period. A fantastic
beginning!
Day 6 was registration day from 5pm to 8pm,
36 countries all gathered at Hotel Krystal
Palace (HQ), eager to scout out their
competition, see old faces and most
importantly secure their position in the
competition.
3 Rounds of 129 pilots from 36 different
countries competed diligently in order to
validate the competition.
The process of registration was efficient and quick. Volunteers ensured that each pilot received the
necessary paperwork to double check was correct before heading over to Andy Cowley for final
confirmation of registration. Bonus we also got a free T-shirt! This was a lovely opportunity to interact
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with so many different personalities and the atmosphere was joyful and inviting. Not only that but Team
UK was also greeted with wonderful smiles and gifts from our favourite photographer Jaroslav Jindra!
The registration was closely followed with an in-depth safety presentation from Organiser Goran on how
the competition was to be run. Within this presentation pilots were given the opportunity to understand
the main rules of the competition, the possible competition sites, and overall understanding of how the
competition was going to run.
Day 7 was the official training day unfortunately us brits as usual bought a piece of home with us … rain!!
This was somewhat of a frustrating beginning to the competition and led to some disappointment being
felt by all pilots. Unfortunately, more bad news was on the way.
Each individual pilot was found using any weather
stations available in some wild-goose chase to find
a positive result for dry weather for the next 3 days.
As you can imagine we all came up short! Due to
the rain this also meant that our opening ceremony
was somewhat of an issue as it was scheduled as
an outdoor event, in an attempt to abide by Covid
prevention suggestions. It was decided by
organisers that the opening ceremony was to be
cancelled.

So, what do you do when you can’t fly, it’s raining and your plans for the day get cancelled? You find the
Dutch and any other willing participant, open a couple of bottles and party!
Fast forward to Day 11 with
confirmation from team leaders
and the safety committee we finally
have an opening! Every pilot is
ready to go, and the competition
begins. Pilots are off the hill every
30 seconds and spirits are high.
The landing site was unfortunately
not the one originally chosen for
the competition but due to low
cloud base the organisers had to
adapt to a smaller hill as the best
option available. Each competitor
had to now cope with getting
familiar with the new site.

A huge effect on the psychological preparation during a competition. Despite all this the day was looking
good and everyone was hopeful of being able to complete the first official round of the competition.
Clearly, mother nature had a different plan and within minutes a sheet of rain, thunder and lightning came
crashing in dictating the end of our day. So, after only 48 pilots had managed to fly and 81 missing out,
round one was suspended. For those of you who are unfamiliar with the rules of this competition, a round
can be suspended and returned to so long as the landing site has been clearly marked out. A rule that
leaves pilots divided on its fairness.
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Which brings us to Day 12! Now some of you might be wondering why on the days of low cloud base,
the organisers didn’t choose to tow as an option. Unfortunately, those that were responsible for bringing
the winches over all fell ill with Covid. However, thankfully alternative winches were found and for round
2 the competition resumed on tow. Many competitors were relieved with this being an option and eager
to fly again! But this also left others feeling nervous due to their lack of experience with the tow system,
yet I credit each of these pilots with the determination they showed in continuing to compete. Round 2
was tough and excellent round. One static winch and 2 pay out winches allowed us to get 129 pilots up
in the air in no time! By the end of Round 2 South Korea led the way! Due to the efficiency of round 2 on
the winches round 3 could begin, allowing the first 30 pilots to fly. After an exhausting day Team UK
made it back to the hotel and prepped for dinner and well-deserved cocktails.

Yellow marks the landing spot
Day 13 was just as challenging as Day 12 as we worked through to complete round 3. Tensions grew
as those at the top of the leader board fought to maintain their places or beat their opponents. We saw
teams fall apart as the pressure grew and others display wonderful team cohesion. With the Czech team
celebrating every one of their teams scores as if it was a DC. The atmosphere was eccentric, stressful
and all in all a fantastic opportunity to learn from the best of the best! But with tensions rising so did the
number of protests.
Teams were seen, questioning whether the anemometer was positioned correctly to gain an accurate
wind speed, whether the towing system was allowing pilots to reach the target and whether it was also
positioned correctly in terms of wind direction. All very credible questions of which lead to hours of
discussions amongst the judging committee, organisers, team leaders and the safety committee.
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UK Paragliding Accuracy Team all set up with Independence Paragliders tow harnesses ready for winching in
Round 2 at the World Championships.

Day 14 was another rainy day
that prevented the competition
from progressing and the
concerning weather forecast did
not bring a good atmosphere to
the event.
Pilots and organisers were left
stressed with the fear that the
competition may not become
valid for the first time in history.
With only 2 rounds being
completed and the 4th having
had only 30 pilots left to fly time
was ticking.
It was clear that the impact of the
constant stop and start on this
competition was taking its toll on the psychological aspect for pilots and staff. Preparing to fly physically
and mentally to only then be faced with yet another complication was an exhausting experience, one that
I along with new competitors Myri and Ben felt full effect of. People always talk about the physical
pressure when it comes to competing, but there’s so many more elements that have just as much of an
impact that can be overlooked.
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The pressure you feel with people watching you, knowing that what you do within your final 30 seconds
will determine what number you are, what team placement you get and whether you feel pride or
disappointment in your actions. Arguably, this aspect of competing is one of the most important and
dependable parts in how you perform, the pressure you bestow on yourself trumps anything anyone else
will ever expect from you. At a competition you are your own worst enemy and clearly, it’s a skill takes
years if not forever working on taming. A struggle I look forward to achieving.
This day was also the day that resulted in a pilot social being held in hotel Montana. A wonderful pick
me up from the stresses of the competition. The food was spectacular and although I’m pretty sure many
of us didn’t know what we were eating, it was hugely appreciated.
The night started off slowly as it usually does
at group functions, people pretending to be
sophisticated, others nervous to be around
so many people again and everyone not
sure how they are meant to act.
This was quickly fixed once the free bar was
opened and shots, kindly handed out by the
Japanese, were being distributed amongst
tables! But not before everyone got their
important photos taken next to their flag.
Great sponsorship photo opportunity,
demonstrated by the unified outfit changes
between photos. I am sure many feel the
same gratitude we as the UK team do for our
sponsor’s support!
The night ended in fantastic music blaring through speakers, more drinks, and a tone of dancing. I do
believe limbo featured with one of the flag poles.Got to love seeing peoples hidden talents! All in all, the
night was wonderful, and peoples spirts had been lifted thanks to the organisers.
Day 16 was the last opportunity to fly and so fly we did. Round 4 was completed meaning that the
competition was officially valid! Yay! Round 1 was also discarded on this day due to a short flying window
in which everyone chose to prioritise round 4. As the last pilot of round 4 landed a sigh of relief was felt
by all participants. So, after a gruelling competition with many ups and many downs it was over, and the
closing ceremony could go ahead. We returned to hotel Montana in which the results were given. South
Korea had a clean sweep coming first in all divisions, Women, Overall and Team. Followed closely by
the Czech team in each division as well. Third place Women’s and overall resulted in South Korea,
leaving Slovenia to take third place teams. Congrats to South Korea on their amazing performance! UK
were placed overall 14th an unlucky result but one that I couldn’t be prouder of.
Words from the team: William Lawrence “The competition was a challenging one, both for organisers
and pilots. On multiple occasions having prepared yourself to fly and then it being called off is challenging
mentally for pilots. With strong winds, rain and snow it made it difficult for organisers to pick a site that
would allow for maximum amount of flying but also maintain the safety of the pilots. Despite this, we
successfully got a comp and I’m fairly happy with my result. As practice had been limited beforehand, I
had three goals; Best British pilot, no scores over 16 cm and top 30, all of which I achieved.”
Myrianthe Ewington ‘If you had told me in July, I would be spending half of October at the Paragliding
World Accuracy Championships I would have genuinely thrown my head back and laughed at the
impossibility. However, with an intense two months of training from Andy Shaw, Matthew Bignell and
Billy Widgetto at Green Dragons Airsports, the chance to take my first flight from 4600ft at the European
Cup the week before the World Championships and the patience of friends and family to support me so
that I could train in every possible minute of good weather available, all ensured it turned out to be an
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amazing opportunity. It has been a vertical learning curve and an incredibly exciting start to paragliding
accuracy. I can’t wait to develop further and do it all again soon (hopefully)!”
Andy Shaw UK Team pilot and
Chief Coach: “It was a great
pleasure to be appointed on the
Safety Committee at the World
Championships. The Safety
Committee represents the pilots’
views on decision making and
can be called by organisers as
well as pilots to discuss any
safety related issues. At this
World Championship just past,
we had a record amount of
safety meetings called, due to
extreme bad weather. To be
elected on the Safety Committee
you must have a high degree of
flying skills and know the rules
like the back of your hand. It was
very gratifying to be part of major decisions that represented great results for both competition organisers
and pilots.”
Thank you to the organisers for hosting the competition, I along with the rest of the team learned a fair
amount during this experience. Thank you to our sponsor’s, Up Paragliders, P.G. Fry & Company, Expat
Academy, Sportlite Parasails, Natter box, BHPA and Green Dragons Airsports. For giving us the support
and opportunity to represent our country. Final thanks to everyone else who supported us throughout
the competition, friends, family, mangers coaches. Specifically, Matt Bignell, Mark Bignell and Billy
Widgetto.
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots and
enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aims to
further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a minimum for its members and to
represent them in national and international matters relating to microlight sport aviation.

NEWS
BMAA YOUNG PERSONS BURSARIES
BMAA Young Persons Bursary applications are open until 31st March 2022. Anyone wishing to apply
should follow this link: https://www.bmaa.org/try-microlighting/young-person-s-flying-bursary

NEW CEO ADDS THE DARK SIDE RATING

My thanks to Rob Hughes for his report on Getting heavier - adding (SSEA) to my NPPL (M)
We all know that microlights are best, but what happens when an aeroplane I’d like to fly… is not classed
as a microlight? Time to get some training.
I signed up with the Bristol Aero Club, based somewhat confusingly at Gloucestershire Airport, on the
recommendation of BAC member and RAeC newsletter editor Judith. The requirements for adding (ssea)
to my current (m) were two hours of stall/spin awareness, one hour of instrument appreciation and two
exams: Aircraft (General) and Principles of Flight. Oh, and passing a GST and an NST, so I wasn’t
expecting to knock this out in the minimum three hours.
My instructor David wasted no time in dazzling me with new levers, dials and knobs that I’d never met in
a microlight. Add to that a very busy ATC and unfamiliar aerodrome procedures and I was soon
wondering if PA28 flying was for me. G-ONET weighed three times as much as my 3-axis microlight –
and was burning three times as much fuel, too!
After what felt like an hour of pre-flight lists and taxying to the long, long 09 tarmac, something I was
more used to happened – flying. Push the throttle, wait quite a bit longer than normal for the speed to
increase and then pull up the nose. I soon realised that the actual flying part wasn’t much different, though
less responsive and also needing less input from me. Leominster appeared under the nose quicker than
normal, the aeroplane didn’t bank if I leaned to one side, and bit by bit I started to enjoy the whole
experience.
I got the hang of the speeds and attitudes and, two hours in, David decided he’d had enough. I started
to wonder what I had done wrong but he was grinning like a caring parent as he told me the plane will fly
better without (and I quote) the fat instructor in it. Solo, no drama, another golden flying memory.
On to the exercises. Wearing foggles taught me to avoid IMC at all costs. Stalls were far less of an
adventure than in my Rans S6 and PFLs took a bit of getting used to. Clearly the most obvious difference
is the weight of the aeroplane so response times, inertia and sink rates are the key learning points.
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After less than seven hours, David was replaced by John Sorsby, “The Examiner”. The GST passed
without incident but we ran out of time that evening for the GST. Darn, the weather looked terrible for the
coming days but BA Captain John’s experience came to the fore as he correctly predicted a window early
the next morning. With a strong wind warning for later in the day, we managed a somewhat bumpy but
ultimately successful flight.

This was originally a stepping stone for me to fly one particular aeroplane but BAC is a great club and I’ll
be back. My sincere thanks go to David Chambers and John Sorsby for being so accommodating – and
for giving me some heavier wings! https://bristolaeroclub.co.uk

SSDR RALLY
The BMAA will be hosting the very special BMAA ‘Freedom Rally (SSDR)’ at Enstone Airfield,
Oxfordshire, over the weekend of 9th to 11th July 2021. Following the success of the previous events,
and the cancelling of the 2020 event due to the Covid-19 pandemic, they expect an even bigger turnout
of new and old single seat aircraft. As well as SSDR aircraft, they look forward to welcoming microlight
pilots of all types.
The event is also becoming a great social occasion attracting microlighters from all over the country intent
on enjoying a weekend at a super airfield with like-minded people. There will be a BBQ held on Saturday
organised by Angela at Enstone Flying Club. You will need to pre-book with Angela
angela@enstoneflyingclub.co.uk
Aaron Bliss the BMAA Licence and Instructor and Examiner Administrator will be at the rally Saturday
and Sunday. He is a qualified 'R' Examiner so if anyone needs their Microlight Ratings re-validated we
will be able to offer this service over the weekend. Please remember for re-validation to bring your
logbook and full licence.
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For registration https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/ssdr-2021-registration
Anyone interested in speaking at or sponsoring the event please contact Kelly at kelly@bmaa.org or
write to British Microlight Aircraft Association, The Bullring, Deddington, Banbury, Oxfordshire, OX15 0TT

2021 MICOLIGHT TRADE SHOW AT POPHAM AIRFIELD
The BMAA were at Popham Airfield for the Microlight Trade Show over the weekend of the 14th-15th
August 2021.

600KG MICROLIGHTS

THINK YOU’RE TOO OLD TO BE A FLEXIWING INSTRUCTOR?
If you fancied qualifying as a flexiwing instructor or instructress once we’re out of lockdown, and are over
the age of 35, well you now can AND you can also apply for a bursary from the BMAA to do so. Now that
can’t be bad news!
Under a new trial scheme the BMAA will fund a portion of the cost of an FI course to a successful bursary
applicant. To get onto a course you must be recommended by a flying school who is also willing to take
you on, and supervise you, as a newly qualified FI(R).
Contact geoff.weighell@bmaa.org for more details

BMAA SOCIAL MEDIA FACEBOOK GROUP
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BMAA1 is for current BMAA members to share thoughts and ideas
with each other and the BMAA office staff. Members can also ask questions or ask for advice.
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https://bmfa.org
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal
Aero Club to be responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is
administered from the Head Office. Locally there are 14 "Area" committees which
meet periodically and are attended by club delegates who can, through various
channels open to the "Areas", propose changes or additions to the running of the
sport which are then voted upon at Council meetings held at the Head Office. If
passed, the changes will be incorporated in the guidelines produced by the
organisation and published in the "BMFA Handbook".

NEWS
My thanks to Ashley Hoyland for this 2nd report:GREAT BRITAIN RADIO CONTROLLED AEROBATIC ASSOCIATION
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) caters for the needs of its 35000
members in a wide range of disciplines from flying indoors with very light free flight
models to a whole diversity of model types flown outdoors.
To further expand on the GBRCAA (Great Britain Radio Control Aerobatic
Association) first article in the last issue of this newsletter I cannot ignore the
difference the pandemic has made to our operations since early 2020.
Until 2020 when the whole world changed, the GBRCAA had organised
competitions on many levels each year. Our National League being the backbone
of all we do with usually around 12 competitions for all our leagues each year,
where the best five results count. The entry level to our leagues, our Clubman
schedule, gives any club flyer a chance to sample our competition scene but in
reality you can start wherever it suits you. A step up from the Clubman is our
Intermediate schedule which leads onto our Masters schedule and then there is
the FAI International Preliminary and Finals schedules.
Three of our competitions are open to any BMFA member to give every opportunity
to take part in our chosen discipline of F3A. (F3A is the FAI International
designation for Radio Control Aerobatic Aircraft). In addition to this we held three
or four GBR Team Selection competitions each year to pick the team to represent
the United Kingdom at European and World Championships. This is a three-man
team but a junior can be a fourth member if they meet the age requirement in
which case the top three scores of the four team members at the Championships
go towards the team result. I believe we have only fielded one four-man team
under these rules when we competed at the 2012 European Championship at
Châteauroux in France and our Junior pilot Adam Lomax was honoured by being
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asked to take the oath on behalf of the competitors at the opening ceremony, much
the same as for the Olympic games. Individual results at the Championships are
also rewarded and of course this is where the European and World Champion is
crowned.
At the end of the season we present the winner of the Team Selection league with
The Clive Weller Memorial Trophy and the Taplin Cup, (for Continual Competition
for Aerobatic Manoeuvres) – gifted to the BMFA (SMAE) by Colonel H J Taplin in
1948, and presented by the BMFA to the winner of the 1st F3A GBR Team
Selection competition each year. The Sid Allen Memorial Trophy was first
presented in 1957 to the pilot with the most accumulated points from all the Team
Selection events through the year.
We also run the F3A flight line at the BMFA British National Championships on
behalf of the BMFA and this decides the British National Champion who is award
the BMFA Radio Control Trophy presented in 1948 by A C Cossor Limited and
Henry J Nicholls. (Cossor was a household name in those days in the production
of radios and televisions, and Henry J Nicholls was a leading model shop based
in Edgeware Road). Between 2014 and 2019 the National Champion was Matt
Hoyland who also successfully delivered many administrative duties for the
GBRCAA including the UK competition for the FAI World Cup League competition
attracting pilots from many European countries for nine years at a private airfield
in Kent.
Our International invitational team competition hosted by England, Ireland and
Scotland in rotation with a 4-man team from each country plus an international
team with a fifth member from each country also suffered, but hopefully this can
resume next year when it is our turn to take up the organisation.
Our Committee and Competition Secretary have taken every opportunity possible
to run competitions under corvid rules through the last couple of years. With a
reduced entry at The BMFA British National Championships and our Association
Championships which were held at our National Flying Centre at Buckminster,
(Near Melton Mowbray), which is being developed into a superb facility by a team
working with Manny Williamson, Development Officer of the BMFA.
Our top three pilots Flying the FAI P (Preliminary) 21 and F (Finals) 21 schedules
at the BMFA Championships this year were: First Place, Thomas David, 2nd Dan
Workman, 3rd Brandon Ransley.
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Thomas David with his own design. Winner of the BMFA National Championships 2021

P21 schedule only: First Place, Steve Underwood, 2nd Gerhard Fehringer, 3rd Ian
Mould. Masters: First place, James Fallowfield, 2nd Russ Bowey, 3rd Phil Lewis.
Intermediate: First place Matt Deutschmann, 2nd Graham Gooch. Clubman:
Richard Clouting.

This airframe was produced to a home design by Dan Workman who also ranked high at
the Championships
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Richard Clouting and Barry Buxton flying the Clubman schedule at the Championships

The International Class for aerobatic radio controlled model aircraft started in
around 1960 when it was known as FAI-RC-1 and the first World Championship
was held in Switzerland when the UK won the Team Trophy. (FAI-RC-1 was
redesignated some years later as FAI F3A when the aircraft specialities were
reorganised). The Individual World Champion was Ed Kazmirsky from the USA
with his revolutionary aircraft design the ‘Orion’ which was powered with a 7.5cc
glow plug engine and led to one of the most famous models in the early days of
R/C models, the ‘Taurus’
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Gerhard Fehringer with an up to date model designed by the nine times World Champion
Christophe Paysant-Le Roux from France.

The second World Championship for Radio Controlled Aerobatic Model Aircraft
was held in the UK at RAF Kenly in 1962. The UK retained the Team Trophy. Tom
Brett from the USA and Harry Brooks from the United Kingdom were recorded as
joint winners as a clear winner could not be declared as the points difference
between the top two flyers under the rules at the time was insufficient.
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UK pilot at the 1960 World Championship in
at the 1962
Switzerland was Stewart Uwins with what appears
RAF Kenley
to be a very basic model compared with what we
fly now.

Harry Brooks (UK), joint winner
World Championship held at

Since those days specialist aerobatic model aircraft, radio control systems and
power units have all developed almost out of out of recognition and their
development amongst other aspects of our chosen sport I hope to cover in future
articles.
If you want further information, please visit our web site at www.htpps://gbrcaa.org
or email Ashley Hoyland at pro@gbrcaa.org
GBRCAA
membership
https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/Ue21EB50ycjVlH5

form:

CONTROL LINE COURSE UP AND RUNNING
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FORTHCOMING 2022 CONTESTS & EVENTS
For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/ContestsEvents/Contest-and-Event-Calendar where you can find details of your local
affiliated club and when they meet and what you can fly there, be it as a
complete novice or an advanced flyer.
SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS http://sam35.org.uk
MODEL HELICOPTER COMPETITIONS: http://www.3dchampionship.co.uk

BMFA WEBSITE https://bmfa.org

BRITISH DRONE FLYERS ASSOCIATION
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https://britishdroneflyers.org/
The BMFA has established the BDF as a 'drone targeted' BMFA Membership, to
try and appeal to the large number of recreational drone users out there for whom
the 'standard' BMFA membership doesn't feel relevant (for instance, they perhaps
don't want to receive a magazine about model aircraft, so they'll instead receive a
'drone' related electronic newsletter).
The CAA has over 210K people registered with them as operators of unmanned
aircraft, of which only 30K are BMFA members. The aim of the BDF is to attract
some of the other 180K by providing them with excellent (and developing)
membership benefits.
The BDF’s objectives are the promotion, protection, organisation and
encouragement of safe and lawful recreational drone flying and development in all
its aspects in the United Kingdom, through the medium of clubs and individual
members; assistance and guidance to clubs or individuals; collaboration between
members and co-operation on behalf of members with the Civil Aviation Authority
or other government departments and any other bodies and organisations in the
United Kingdom and overseas.
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THE WOBBLY GIMBAL
Did you know that British Drone Flyers Membership entitles you to FREE entry at the virtual pub, the
Wobbly Gimbal? It's a bit swanky, do you like what we did with the decor?
It's a place where drone
pilots can come together,
share
stories
and
experiences over a virtual
drink and packet of salted
peanuts
once
a
month.Would you like to
meet the Landlord and
Drone Support Officer,
Chris Bradbury? Would
you like to have all of your
drone
questions
answered? Would you
like to be crowned
champion of the Wobbly
Gimbal pub quiz?
You would? Great! Best get the link below filled in asap!
https://britishdroneflyers.org/events/meet-the-bdfteam?fbclid=IwAR1wAO5vcL9wJE5LBRkLSpQsJr0OvIksZvaDkNWvUnYd8mUw
nWLjutsM-to
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying competitions within
the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at international competitions
organised under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).
VFR navigation skills developed during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly forgotten
as reliance is placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236
New members, flying and non-flying, are always welcome. Contact http://www.precisionflying.co.uk for
further information.

NEWS
The BPPA committee looks forward to the Annual Plenary of the FAI’s General Aviation Council in
November.

2022 FAI WORLD PRECISION CHAMPIONSHIPS
Plans are in hand for the 2022 precision flying season, with the focus on the World Championships, to be
held in August in Albi, France. The BPPA will hold a training event, to show newcomers what the sport is all
about, in April or early May at airfield in East Anglia and a succession of competitions thereafter. Every
assistance will be given to those who have never attempted a precision flight before.

SOMETHING FOR CHRISTMAS
BPPA pilot Martin Leusby flys a C172 which he has owned for more than 34 years and has visited more
than 400 airfields, as well as competing with Team GB in World Rally and Precision Championships.
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His novelette “The Airborne Ghost” is a story of General Aviation drug smuggling through Europe set in
the immediate post-Covid era and is entertainingly and is a thoroughly good read. Both place names, and
indeed many of the characters are real, some of whom may be familiar to many GA aviators.
His “Pilots Progress- the highs and lows of a single engine flyer”, for which I was given strict
instructions not to search out my name and to start at the beginning, records his love of aviation.
The trials and tribulations, whilst progressing from a novice to an experienced aviator who has flown for his
country and who recently became one of the first Community Policing Volunteers (Aviation) – a new role in
UK. Pilots Progress features Martin’s strivings to improve both his skills and his trusted aircraft and tells of
adventures and fun along the way.
Another very enjoyable read and I look forward to more of his novellas even though we’re out of the hopefully
last Covid lockdown and we currently have very blue skies.
“Airborne Ghost”, £5 plus £1.50 postage or “Pilots Progress”, £7.50 plus £1.50 postage or £12.50 + £2
postage for both books, available direct from Martin via martin@leusby@outlook.com
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BRITISH SKYDIVING
www.britishskydiving.org
The British Skydiving and controls all aspects of skydiving on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).
They are a democratic, not-for-profit organisation of individuals whose purpose is to organise, govern and
further the advancement of Skydiving in the UK.
Skydiving is one of today's most exciting sports. Dynamic and colourful, it offers mastery of the air and the
freedom to make the skies your own! Enjoyment, exhilaration and limitless challenge are available even to
the absolute beginner. And at its highest level, skydiving is an intensely competitive sport which requires
finely tuned skills, intimate knowledge of the air and perfect body control. Many of their teams and individuals
compete at international level and have received numerous medals and world records.

NEWS
The Taz Causer Experienced Skydiver of the Year Award was generously established by Mrs Hazel Causer,
in memory of her daughter, Taz Causer, who tragically lost her life in a skydiving accident in Spain during
May 2006. Taz had been part of four World Record formations in two different disciplines, Formation
Skydiving and Canopy Formations, all of which were concurrent World Records, making this a very special
achievement for someone with only 850 jumps.
Everyone who knew the bubbly and popular Taz was captivated by her infectious enthusiasm for the sport
and her sheer love of life. This spirit lives on in Taz’s “Experienced Skydiver of the Year” award for a British
jumper who has achieved something exceptional in the sport during the previous twelve months.
The award that bears her name is not necessarily awarded each year and is reserved to recognise and
celebrate exceptional achievements by an individual in the sport.
CLOSING DATE: FRIDAY 12 NOVEMBER 2021

NOMINATIONS ARE OPEN
Four seats on the British Skydiving Council become available for elected members at the AGM on
Saturday January 29 2022. Three seats are for full 3-year terms and one seat is covering a casual vacancy
for 2 years. The election by full (voting) members takes place not at the AGM but in advance, over Christmas
and the New Year.
Council members are non-executive Directors of British Parachute Association Ltd, trading as British
Skydiving, and among their most important responsibilities are setting the strategic direction and assuring
the good health of our Association. British Skydiving welcomes nominees who have skills and experience
that can enhance the strategic direction of the Association and from members who have the required time
to dedicate to Council.
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The process will be run by an independent election scrutineer, UK Engage. Nominations are invited from
09:00 on Friday 1st October on the
https://hub.ukevote.uk/britishskydiving?fbclid=IwAR3i5gKp3gl0qw4w6563d6eDUMrsdeRqpxXZ7GbWBBz
8Yjz9moVH6Xz8sXI
Nominations close at noon on Monday 01 November. Council members are non-executive Directors of
British Parachute Association Ltd and among their most important responsibilities are setting the strategic
direction and assuring the good health of our Association.
Visit the nominations site for further information including eligibility and how to stand. Each nominee needs
a proposer and seconder who, like the nominee, must also be full members. Nominees and their proposers
and seconders should first familiarise themselves with the role profile of a British Skydiving Council Member
(form 297) and with the duties and obligations of Council Members as Directors (form 178) as set out in the
Articles of Association. An election will be triggered if there are five or more candidates.

BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)
https://www.bcpa.org.uk

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at a
collegiate level. The committee is voted in every year at the AGM, held on the weekend of BCPA Nationals,
and positions include Chair, Vice Chair, Events Coordinator, Tour Organiser and Club Liaison. Want to get
involved? Email mail@bcpa.org.uk to find out more.
There are over 30 affiliated university clubs where like-minded people can jump, compete and most
importantly socialise with! Members range from "freshers" who have only recently done their first jump to
graduates with hundreds of jumps who help film, coach and organise at BCPA events.
The BCPA co-ordinates annual inter-university leagues to allow clubs to compete against each other both
in competition (3-way, freefly and accuracy) as well as club achievements (such as obtaining Cat-8 or FS1).
This culminates in an awards ceremony at the BCPA Nationals in the summer. Many clubs find that success
here can help to convince their university to allocate them more funding for the subsequent year!
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https://www.fsdp.co.uk
The aim of the Charity is to help disabled people discover their true potential through the mental and physical
stimulation of learning to fly a light aircraft. The challenges they face and overcome help them to find new
confidence and self-esteem in rising above their own personal life difficulties, and help them to view their
future with greater self-assurance.
Since the scheme began nearly 400 disabled people have benefited from learning to fly.
My thanks to Yvonne McCarthy for her report on her experience learning to fly as a FSDP Scholar.

Assessment day at Kemble and the aircraft I learnt to fly in

I feel extremely honoured and very lucky to be awarded a flying scholarship by the charity Flying
Scholarships for Disabled People, along with 12 other scholars in 2021.
After successfully completing the on-line selection process we were invited to attend Kemble Airfield in
Gloucestershire for our medicals and aircraft assessments. This also enabled us to meet fellow scholars in
person for the first time, any one of which we could be ‘buddied’ up with for our scholarship.
My scholarship took place over 3 weeks in July at Gryphon Aero Club based on the old RAF Kemble Airfield,
near Cirencester with Chief Flying Instructor John Griffin, Deputy Chief Flying Instructor Pete Shawe and
Flying Instructor Paul Finch, along with club members Jan Wojciechowski and Brod Pincott, and fellow
scholar Lotty Hart.
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We arrived at the airfield on the Monday morning feeling nervous, but also very excited at the prospect of
learning to fly. We were warmly welcomed by the flying instructors and club members. After lunch we both
had our first flying lesson, something I did not expect to happen on the first day, but thoroughly enjoyed
even though it was a bit daunting, flying an aircraft is so different to driving a car! Once we were in the air I
was encouraged to fly the plane with assistance from the instructor.

Learning about the aircraft after my first flight

I still can’t quite believe I flew an aircraft on the first day, I was so overjoyed and exhilarated. The weather
was not kind to us on the 2nd and 3rd days but we used the time to gain more in depth knowledge of the
aircraft, going through in the external and pre-flight checks in the hanger and practicing getting in and out
of the aircraft along with ground school.

With fellow scholar Lotty

On the days that followed we had flying lessons every weekday with one of the instructors. We took it in
turns who flew first, while the other stayed in the clubhouse doing ground school. As I gained more
confidence with straight and level flying, I was introduced to turning. By the end of the 1st week, I was
taking off by myself.
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In the 2nd week we learnt about circuits, stalling, steep turns and navigation and on the Wednesday we
both flew in the aircraft together, I flew to Turweston airfield where we swapped over and Lotty flew back to
Kemble, something that we did regularly from then on, also flying into Compton Abbas, Thruxton,
Dunkeswell and Haverfordwest Airfields
The guys at the club believed in me and the experience has been empowering and I believe it will change
my life forever. I got so much fun and enjoyment from flying with everyone (and Charlie the Cockapoo)
whether I was flying the plane or simply a passenger. The scholarship has opened many new friendships
for me, and I’ve met so many amazing people along the way. Everyone at the club treated me with dignity,
patience and understanding, offering help where/if needed. Nothing was ever too much trouble.
On both Saturdays I was lucky to be
invited to go for a flight as a passenger
in the PA28 Arrow, which I grateful
accepted.
The first Saturday we flew to
Turweston Airfield, flying through cloud
and using the on-board navigation
system and the second we flew over
the Bristol Channel and onto Cardiff
Airport where I was lucky to experience
some planned ‘abandoned’ landings.

Flying with DCFI Pete

Thruxton!
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Towards the end of the last week of our scholarship the Club’s PA28 Cherokee needed to go to the engineer
so we both flew the PA28 Arrow instead. This is a much faster aircraft and slightly bigger with retractable
landing gear. It was brilliant being able to experience flying a different aircraft instead of losing some of my
flying hours.

Flying over the Welsh coastline
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http://formulaairracing.com
FARA (The Formula Air Racing Association) is the recognised official governing body and sanctioning
authority for Formula Air Racing disciplines. It is the governing body in the UK for the sport known as
formula one air racing and, in cooperation with the American IF1 and French APAF associations it
sanctions those air races around the world in the official Air Race 1 World Cup series. FARA is also the
international sanctioning body for the new electric air racing formula, Air Race E.
The series is run by Air Race Events and led by world-leading air racing promoter Jeff Zaltman, the man
behind the globally successful Air Race 1 series (the gasoline-powered equivalent) and is open to any
team with the necessary qualifications according to the rules of the sport and Formula Air Racing
Association (FARA) will work closely with registered teams to ensure competing pilots are certified to race
as part of the future qualification process.

Air Race E assembles a family of world-leading specialists to break electric
air racing boundaries
Air Race E will bring a host of the aviation industry’s most highly skilled experts together to compete in the
first-ever manned all-electric air racing series, simultaneously propelling performance levels and wider
technical development in the sector.
A diverse roster of talent from all around the globe, consisting of world-class designers, engineers and
pilots, will be preparing the race teams battle to become inaugural champions in three distinct categories
– Open Class, Performance Class and Vertical class (eVTOLs) – when action gets underway in 2022.
However, the championship also has a broader goal of pushing electric aviation technology into the
mainstream and Air Race E has therefore ensured the brightest minds around are all collaborating under
the Air Race Events banner to accelerate development and drive change using electric motorsport as a
platform for innovation.
The industry-leading talent already associated with Air Race E currently boast a combined total of more
than 550 years of experience in aerospace and engineering, and this know-how has proved invaluable in
aiding the evolution of both its teams and the series as a whole.

Team Leadership: Each of the official competing teams currently committed to Air Race E are

spearheaded by a designated leadership structure, with founders, co-owners, team principals and
operations managers directing the building and deployment of the all-electric aircraft.
These high-flying personnel come from wildly varied backgrounds – a CEO of a sportscar manufacturer,
a former French Air Force pilot and an electromechanical entrepreneur to name just a few – and this
differentiation ensures Air Race E is a world championship that has a broad perspective on electric aircraft
development and technological problem solving.

Engineers: Engineers are the lifeblood of the Air Race E championship, and a stellar roster of electrical,

aeronautical and mechanical experts has been assembled to research and develop the cutting-edge
technology that will be used in the series.
Each team has its own arsenal of dedicated personnel, and many engineers are not just confined to
aerospace expertise with some individuals holding experience in automotive, maritime, industrial, and
nuclear fields while others are scientists, inventors, and data systems analysts.
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Pilots: Air Race E will see planes race wingtip-to-wingtip at speeds of over 400kph just ten meters above
the ground, so it is only fitting that the series attracts the best-of-the-best behind the controls.

Each team has a designated pilot who is trained to race the aircraft in competition, while there are several
other vastly experienced fliers across a number of the Air Race E outfits – giving a good indication of the
passion for flight that exists within the championship family.
From a formula one air racing legend and a First Officer Boeing 737 pilot with a PhD in Aerospace
Engineering to a flight school owner and a former fighter pilot with four aviation world speed records to his
name, there are a multitude of different talents set to race in Air Race E – and they’re all out to win.

Supporting cast: In addition to team leaders, engineers and pilots, there are also a large number of

commercial, business, marketing and communications experts who are part of the Air Race E set-up. Add
in the countless volunteers who give up their time to make this electric dream a reality, and you certainly
have a formidable Air Race E family.
Management: Bringing the above together under one roof, the head office behind Air Race E itself holds
an abundance of specialty expertise across a range of disciplines. In particular, a valuable asset in the
form of CEO and founder Jeff Zaltman, the world-renowned air racing promoter who is vastly experienced.
The 50-year-old’s track record of commercialising cutting-edge air sports puts him head and shoulders
above any competition in a fertile but underdeveloped sector.
Jeff Zaltman, CEO of Air Race E, said: “We are extremely proud of all the talented and experienced
experts and pioneers in the Air Race E family that have united under one umbrella in this exciting venture
to drive forward innovation. The individuals involved in Air Race E are so passionate about electrification.
A highly specialised skill set and the utmost dedication is required to make this technology work. We are
delighted with the talent that has committed to join our project, while we are always ready to welcome
more ambitious and gifted thinkers into the fold as we progress towards our debut season.
All the teams are working tirelessly to finalise their designs, and we are moving ever closer to our inaugural
first-ever electric racing plane flight which is due to take place later this year. I could not be happier with
the calibre of individuals we have assembled, which is unparalleled, and I can’t wait to see what they have
all produced.”

Nordic Air Racing Team Will Make History
The Nordic Air Racing Team will make history by carrying out the first-ever electric race plane flight in
preparation for the inaugural season of Air Race E.
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The Norwegian-based squad has emerged out in front after a frenetic development race between
competing Air Race E outfits, with numerous teams originally looking to claim the prestigious first flight
honors.
Air Race E is aiming to launch the maiden season of the Open Class – which allows teams to produce
their own unique powertrain configurations in accordance with the formula rules – in 2023, and the
competition to develop a working electric race plane prototype has rapidly accelerated this ambition.
Faced with opposition from squads based in Switzerland and America, the Nordic Air Racing Team has
belied its slight status to claim the honor of carrying out the first flight and the modest 12-person outfit is
due to conduct the landmark test at Jarlsberg Airport later this year.
Speaking ahead of the historic moment in aviation history, Sponsoring and Communications Manager
Pierre Dussaux said: “This is such a big challenge. Building an electrical plane, and a race plane at that,
is a process full of surprises.
“It is so exciting, and we are hoping to develop impressive performance levels from this incredibly light
aircraft. It will be so light and so fast, so when we see this plane in the air for the first time we will be very,
very excited. It has been such hard work for our dedicated team of volunteers.
"One of the major attractions of Air Race E as a platform is that the series provides an opportunity to prove
our own technologies for future production. This gives our team freedom to develop and perfect our
designs and systems for use in other sectors."
The first flight of an Air Race E plane is the result of months of intensive development and, with the
pioneering championship standing out from other air competitions with its commitment to manned flight,
Nordic Air Racing Team’s Rein Inge Hoff is set to be the first pilot to get behind the controls of an Air Race
E-specification aircraft.
The aerobatic pilot has experience flying a host of different aircraft throughout his extensive career,
including a F-51D Mustang and the Supermarine Mk XVI Spitfire, while he also has a PhD in Aerospace
Engineering.
The Norwegian team’s electric aircraft – a specifically converted Cassutt IIIM formula race plane – will be
put through its paces during the test with a focus on procedural operations and safety while further trials
over subsequent weeks will fine-tune the high-performance aspects of the aircraft.
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That development will be the responsibility of technical personnel such as Power Electronics Engineer
Raimondas Misevicius, Mechanical Integration Engineers Jon Roger Fossen and Knut Brødreskift and
Simulations Engineer Sathvik Rao.
Electrical Engineers Erlend Gausen and Øystein Aune, Certification and Compliance Manager Andreas
Mourud, EAA 573 Representative Johan Mürer and Design Intern Samuel Wiechman complete the team,
with the multinational squad headed up by Equator Aircrafts CEO and Nordic Air Racing Team Principal
Tomas Brødreskift.

“Considering the small amount of
resources we have at Nordic Air
Racing, we can be proud of the
hard work performed by our team
and their motivation to get us in the
air as soon as possible,” said
Project Manager Brødreskift.

“The most important thing
this year is to be able to
compete, with planes that
have had enough time to be
tested before, in order to
guarantee a high level of
safety. If we can make that
happen, we will have a lot of
opportunities to refine our
technological choices and
bring cutting-edge solutions
for this sport to become a
reference in aerospace
technology.”
The Nordic Air Racing team
are blazing a trail for fellow
Air Race E outfits as they
design and manufacture
their own aircraft ahead of
the Championship’s inaugural campaign, and the pioneering squad are eager to see the impact the series
can make on the aviation industry.
"We are really excited about Air Race E as a series,” revealed Dussaux. “It will be so interesting to watch
thanks to the tremendous acceleration potential of the aircraft. There is still a lot to create, but I am really
hoping that Air Race E will be a success and shine a focus on green technology.”
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Jeff Zaltman, CEO of Air Race E, said: “We are closing in on the first-ever flight of an all-electric racing
plane, and it promises to be a landmark moment in the creation and development of Air Race E as a
championship.
“I will be excited to see the hard work of the Nordic Air Racing team pay off when they make this historic
flight, while I am grateful for the dedication and professionalism of all the teams, engineers and personnel
who have contributed on our journey towards this milestone."
For more information about FARA go to https://airracee.com
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK and
actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised events as well
as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel weekends, visits to
military establishments and breweries and covering just about anything you can think of doing. The HCGB
was founded in 1966 to promote the sporting and social use of helicopters but in recent years the HCGB
has come to the fore in defending freedom to fly from new restrictions and expensive & unnecessary
equipment requirements.
Members of the HCGB form the British Helicopter Team and compete nationally and internationally in the
World Helicopter Championship and the Helicopter World Cup both at home and overseas. Annually the
HCGB holds its own UK competition event.
RAeC Chairman David Monks is also Chairman of the HCGB.

ROTOR TORQUE! - the Clubs quarterly magazine
The Clubs magazine is edited and produced by journalist David Rawlings. It's a full colour quarterly
publication included in the membership fee and delivered directly to the members.
As well as club activities, it includes up to the minute information on legislation and all things known to
affect helicopter flying. It always includes a diverse range of informative and useful articles by both the
members and industry leaders.
Advertising space is for sale in each edition - contact David Rawlings for the current rate card. It's a
fantastic way to get information straight to the aircraft owners and operators.
David Rawlings is also very keen to hear from HCGB members. Planning a trip? Been somewhere nice?
Want to write an article? Contact David! david.rawlings@7letters.co.uk

SOME HCGB MEMBERS
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim of
ensuring that recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.

NEWS
2021 LAA RALLY
The 3rd, 4th and 5th September 2021 saw the rally at Sywell celebrating the 75th Anniversary of the
formation of the LAA’s predecessor, the Ultra-Light Aircraft Association. It was both a celebration and a
welcome reunion of those who couldn’t get together this year.

LAA HQ
The LAA offices are closed to visitors, other than by appointment, dropping off documentation or picking
up merchandise. Permit renewals etc will continue to be processed, but as many staff are home-working
it is recommend that you contact LAA by email: office office@laa.uk.com or engineering
engineering@laa.uk.com

FAI AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2021
UK entries for the “A FRIENDLIER WORLD WITH AIR SPORTS” FAI’s Aviation Art Contest 2021 focused
not only on the flying itself but on the friendships that are created and nurtured on the ground as well as in
the skies when practicing air sports.
LAA Aviation Art co-ordinator Anne Hughes has done her usual superb job at organising this event.

Join YES (Youth & Education Support) It’s Free!
Did you know that joining YES is not only a great idea, but it’s also free.
YES the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, working together with LAA Clubs,
leading industry companies, local education authorities, schools and universities and many others to –
educate, encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with
aviation.
There are changes afoot! Watch this space for news on what is happing at YES.
Just down load the membership form and send it to the YES Secretary and you will become part of the
Youth Education branch of the LAA, delivering education, inspiration and most of all fun to the Youth of
today. https://yesflyers.org.uk/join-yes-its-free
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My thanks to Pete White of Bodmin Airfield for this lovely report on his grand-daughters first flight with Pete
at the controls.

My aviation world has had several milestone events which will always remain in my memory banks until
the end of time. They include my first solos in a glider, hang glider and a powered aircraft as well as being
fortunate enough to have been flying in a Spitfire, Sea Fury and numerous vintage types. Not forgetting
touring wonderful parts of Europe and Ireland and so forth but I recently trumped this list...I had the joy of
taking my granddaughter, Ivy, for her first flight.
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This was a birthday gift to her before lockdown and had to be delayed until all was safe, and her mum was
happy for me to go ahead. The voucher to fly in IVOR had been pinned on her bedroom wall for nearly
two years and her restraint was admirable because she never worried me about when the flight would take
place.
The flight day came on September 19th 2021 and although a little anxious Ivy was overcome with
excitement and she couldn’t wait to be seated and strapped in. Her smile widened as we taxied out and
by the time we had left the ground it went from ear to ear.
Ivy gazed with awe and pure amazement at what has become common place to many of us, the beauty
of viewing the world from above whilst in a three dimensional mode. Squeals of delight and calls of
‘amazing’ filled my earphones which extended granddad’s smile even further.
The River Camel passed beneath us as we turned east from Padstow and followed the rugged North
Cornwall coast towards King Arthur’s old homestead atop Tintagel.
Being a first flight it was prudent not to extend it and to do this I had to show some restraint myself so we
meandered back to base observing the wonders of Cornwall’s landscape flowing below us. However this
did seem the right time to show the controls to Ivy and let her steer us towards the airfield. More squeals
of delight and apparently...it was very cool!

The picture of our little airfield nestled next to the
moors is always a welcome sight and in no time
we were established on downwind and whilst I
explained the reasons we use circuits Ivy did seem
to be more fascinated with the horses in a field
below.
After a fairly acceptable landing we taxied in and
parked by the clubhouse and I then reflected on
not just the joy but almost the relief of delivering a
very precious cargo back to terra firma safely.
We both gleefully walked back to the clubhouse
and were greeted by our family and friends but the
icing on the cake was a joyous presentation to Ivy
of a magnificent first flight certificate by Jay Gates,
Bodmin’ s airfield manager.
Making special memories for my eight year old
granddaughter was certainly a joyful moment for
me!
The magic of this flight will be with me forever...
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LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to attend and
meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply wanting
to be involved in the local aviation scene.
STRUT’s arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold monthly
meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk. Meetings are an excellent source of advice and
help whether building, buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene and are
dotted around the UK

LAA FLY-IT DAY

TUESDAY 26TH OCTOBER 2021

26th
OCTOBER
2021
th
marked the 75 Anniversary
of
the
Light
Aircraft
Association (LAA) and to
celebrate this milestone
event the LAA held a
nationwide SCRAMBLE of
all light aircraft whether on a
permit or a C of A, to just
come along and FLY FOR
FUN!
We were encouraged to take
photos and record the flight
and send it to the LAA HQ.

THE PLAN: ‘At Bodmin
Airfield we will muster local aircraft from the South West and fly-out to Bolt Head for a picnic at about
11.00, for a mini cross country. Then we will all return to Bodmin for afternoon tea and cake. It is a FUN
event and if you wish to take part please contact....’
Well that was the plan and we had 8 aircraft signed up for our anniversary cross country flight but once
again the weather just had to have its say in the proceedings. Some of our party backed out as it did seem
pretty hopeless but the remaining hopefuls enjoyed a coffee accompanied chin wag followed by their
picnic lunches. Suddenly we could see a window and the remaining three machines scrambled for the
grey but flyable skyscape!
Bill Thirtle in his Vagabond G-BLMP, Thomas Hennesy Jones with David Young riding shotgun in Zenair
601 G-BVVM and Pete white & John Colgate flying Aeronca Chief G-IVOR leapt into the air to take
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advantage of the short available flyable gap in the Cornish airspace before the lowering cloud and drizzle
returned to the Bodmin patch.

Well we did it, not quite as planned but we did fly on the 75th birthday of the LAA and one week after the
75th birthday of our beloved Aeronca G-IVOR.

FLYBOX AVIONICS 10% LAA DISCOUNT
Another addition to the LAA Members Benefits scheme. Just go to LAA website home page
www.laa.uk.com - go to Member Area – Member Benefits – click on the company you wish to oder from.
Other companies offering LAA members a discount are Adams Aviation, Airbox, Air Courtage Assurances,
Air Team Images, Pooleys Flight Equipment, Varley Red Top Batteries and Airpart.
Checkout the LAA website for details of your local STRUT on an interactive map
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html

OTHER CLUBS ASSOCIATED TO THE LAA
There are also a number of other Clubs associated to the LAA that are dedicated to a specific aircraft
manufacturer or model. The Vintage Aircraft Club, Europa Club, European Luscombe Club etc., can offer
social activities and useful technical support for owners or those interested in that particular type.

FOR LAA FRIENDLY AIRFIELDS
CHECKOUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Airfields/airfield_listing.html
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (affectionately known as “The 3Rs”) is
mandated to oversee British handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
The 3R’s have delegated authority from the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale) www.fai.org to
oversee National and World Record attempts by UK licenced pilots and citizens. If you are interested in
setting an Aviation Record, be it point to point (speed), altitude or endurance then contact Geoffrey Boot,
Record Coordinator at geoffreyboot@gmail.com
Handicap air racing is both an exciting sport for pilots and a spectacle for spectators. Raced as a 100 mile
race, over a 25 mile course, starting and finishing at the aerodrome, with flying no less than 500 feet above
ground level! Race pilots flying solo, or with a Navigator, compete for some of the most magnificent aviation
competition trophies and fly many different types of fixed wing aircraft from several variation of Vans RV,
Robins, Bulldogs, Pups, Grummans, Monsuns, Cessnas – including a C172 floatplane, Pipers and a SIAI
Marchetti.
The 3R’s have been looking at aircraft with Rotax 912 engines to able to compete and opening out the
membership of this exciting AirSport http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/rotax-912.html
And who knows maybe even electric race aircraft in the future too!

NEWS
My thanks to
The 2022 Committee comprises:
Chairman:
Simon Tilling
Vice-Chairman:
Dave Moorman
Acting Aviation Secretary:
Dave Moorman
Treasurer:
Cliff Hawkins
3Rs Representative on the RAeC Council:
Dave Moorman
Pilot Representative:
Dave Moorman
Chief Handicapper:
Matt Summers
Chief Steward:
Sean Roberson
Chief Marshall:
Ian Scarborough
Clerk of the Course:
Guy Hook
Records Co-ordinator:
Geoffrey Boot
Marketing & Publicity:
Anastasia Romanova

2022 SEASON
The 3Rs will be making plans for the 2022 season of air racing. Next year is also the centenary of the
King’s Cup Air Race which originally started from Croydon Airport, up to Glasgow, overnight and then
return to Croydon.
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Dates and locations for the 2022 season are:Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

24/25
22/23
26/27
24/25
21/22
25/26

Leeds East
Beccles
Haverford West
Sandown, Isle of Wight
Llanbedr
Leicester

In addition to the race dates we are also planning a pre-season symposium
The King’s Cup

2021 was the 90th anniversary of the outright win by the British team at the 1931Schneider Trophy Air
Race. Sadly though the special air race around the Isle of Wight to recognise this historic event did not
take place.

The Coupe d'Aviation Maritime Jacques Schneider, also known as
the Schneider Trophy, Schneider Prize or Schneider Cup was a
trophy awarded annually to the winner of a race for seaplanes and
flying boats. Jacques Schneider was a French financier, balloonist
an aircraft enthusiast and hydroplane racer.
The race, which offered a prize of approximately £1,000, was held
twelve times between 1913 and 1931. It was intended to
encourage technical advances in civil aviation but became a
contest for pure speed with laps over a (usually) triangular course, initially 280 km (170 mi) and later
extended to 350 km (220 mi). The contests were staged as time trials, with aircraft setting off individually
at pre-agreed intervals, usually 15 minutes apart.
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1931 Team GB

In 1931 the British government withdrew financial support, but a private donation of £100,000 from the
wealthy and ultra-patriotic Lady Lucy Houston allowed Supermarine S.6B to compete.

By Unknown author - [1], Image by the Royal Air Force via the website at www.raf.mod.uk Source page: [2]., Public
Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1556009

When the French and Italian teams dropped out, leaving no other competitors, the British team flew the
course alone on 13th September and won the coveted Schneider Trophy outright, having beaten the time
record from the 1929 competition and setting a new world speed record of 610 km/h (380 mph).

INTERESTED IN AIR RACING?
Air racing in the UK is as old as aviation itself and the magnificent trophies we race for each year carry the
names of some of those early pioneers. Handicap air racing is an amateur sport pitting your flying skills
against other pilots racing the same course, at the same time.
Membership of the Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (3R’s) is open to anyone with
an interest in aviation.
If you are looking for a new challenge in your flying then handicapped air racing could be for you. Visit the
“Become and Air Racer” http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/becoming-a-racer.html
To become a 3Rs air racing pilot you need at least 100 hours P1 experience and a valid FAI Competitor’s
Licence. Currently you also need a piston-driven aircraft that can exceed 100mph (in level flight) and
check-ride with a Race Check Pilot who will familiarise you with race techniques, accurate flying and
turning.
You can also participate as a Navigator assisting with look-out, turn roll-out coordination, and generally
staying on the best race line and being an extra pair of eyes and hands. Navigators do not have to be
associated with a pilot
The 3Rs, as entirely run by volunteers, are always looking out for more volunteers to help on the ground
with the myriad of organisational requirements and technical tasks. Whether it’s hands on, at a race, or
behind the scenes. If you can spare a little time and would like to get involved and become part of this
incredible and friendly team, please contact the Acting Aviation Secretary, Dave Moorman
secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
They’d love to hear from you or via their website http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
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UK & EASA AVIATION SOME REGULATORY MATTERS
UK
New AMC & GM – UK Reg (EU) No 923/2012 SERA
The CAA has published a revised package of acceptable means of compliance (AMC) and guidance
material (GM) to UK Reg (EU) No 923/2012 the Standardised European Rules of the Air (SERA).
The AMC and GM package can be found on the UK Regulations website and incorporates the recent
amendment to the AMC and GM to SERA.6001 (see ORS9 CAA Decision No 9 published on 18 October
21) alongside an amendment to section 1.1.11 of Appendix 1 to AMC1 SERA.14001 which incorporates
RT phraseology relating to movement area surface condition reporting to support the UK’s implementation
of the ICAO Global Reporting Format (GRF).
https://info.caa.co.uk/uk-regulations/sera-standardised-european-rules-of-the-air/

AVIATION SAFETY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) REGULATIONS 2021
The Aviation Safety (Amendment) (No. 3) Regulations 2021, SI 2021 No. 1203 have been published,
making amendments to retained EU regulations. A table setting out the various dates upon which the
amendments made by this SI will come into force can be found here https://www.caa.co.uk/Safetyinitiatives-and-resources/How-we-regulate/State-safety-programme/Policy-and-resources/The-AviationSafety-Amendment-No-3-Regulations-2021/

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT IN CIVIL AVIATION
The CAA has published information on the requirements and use of units of measurement in civil aviation
air and ground operations in the UK. CAP 2264 complements and gives additional guidance to that
contained in the UK Units of Measurement Regulation (1986) as amended.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%202264%20Units%20of%20Measurement.pdf

EUROPEAN (EASA) AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/general-aviation
Operator classification
EASA applied the classification shown below to develop a different set of technical rules for air
operations (e.g. CAT, NCC, NCO, SPO operations), taking into account the principle of proportionality
and the need to have different safety levels. The safety levels were based on a risk hierarchy, and the
rules for non-commercial operations were developed to achieve the following objectives:






to maintain a proportionate level of safety depending on the complexity of the aircraft;
to guarantee sufficient flexibility and efficiency for operators and authorities;
to be compliant with the ICAO standards and recommended practices (SARPs) of Annex 6 Part II and
Part III Sections III as far as feasible; and
to ensure proportionate rules between NCO and NCC operations;
to be consistent with the rules of the other Annexes to the AIR OPS Regulation.
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Difference between NCO and NCC
EASA developed two different sets of rules for non-commercial operations, depending on the complexity
of the aircraft:



for the operation of non-complex aircraft, basic safety rules apply (Part-NCO). The term NCO stands for
non-commercial operations with other-than-complex aircraft;
for the operation of complex aircraft, more complex safety rules apply (Part-NCC and partly Part-ORO),
particularly taking into account that complex aircraft may carry a larger number of passengers and
usually require professional teams for their operations. The term NCC stands for non-commercial
operations with complex motor-powered aircraft.
The term ‘complex motor-powered aircraft’ is defined in Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 as follows:
“‘complex motor-powered aircraft’ shall mean:
(i) an aeroplane:






with a maximum certificated take-off mass exceeding 5700 kg, or
certificated for a maximum passenger seating configuration of more than nineteen, or
certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at least two pilots, or
equipped with (a) turbojet engine(s) or more than one turboprop engine, or
(ii) a helicopter certificated:





for a maximum take-off mass exceeding 3175 kg, or
for a maximum passenger seating configuration of more than nine, or
for operation with a minimum crew of at least two pilots, or
(iii) a tilt rotor aircraft;”
Different from this definition, ICAO defines a large aeroplane (in Annex 6 Part II) as ‘an aeroplane of a
maximum certificated take-off mass of over 5700 kg’.
Alleviation for complex motor-powered aeroplanes with turboprop engines
The definition of a complex motor-powered aeroplane deviates from the ICAO definition of a large
aeroplane insofar as a complex motor-powered aeroplane includes expressively a multi-engine
turboprop aeroplane with a maximum take-off mass at or below 5,7 t. Under ICAO SARPs, such an
aeroplane is classified as a small aeroplane.
The AIR OPS Regulation (EU) 965/2012 contains an alleviation in this sense: Article 6.8 states that
operators of complex motor-powered aeroplanes with an MCTOM at or below 5700 kg, equipped with
turboprop engines, involved in non-commercial operations, shall operate those aircraft in accordance
with Annex VII (Part-NCO).
Definitions of ELA aircraft introduced by Regulation (EU) 800/2013
Reg. (EU) No 800/2013 adds new definitions in Annex I, Definitions:
“‘ELA1 aircraft’ means the following manned European Light Aircraft:

1. an aeroplane with a Maximum Take-off Mass (MTOM) of 1200 kg or less that is not classified as
complex motor-powered aircraft;
2. a sailplane or powered sailplane of 1200 kg MTOM or less;
3. a balloon with a maximum design lifting gas or hot air volume of not more than 3400 m 3 for hot air
balloons, 1050 m 3 for gas balloons, 300 m 3 for tethered gas balloons.
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‘ELA2 aircraft’ means the following manned European Light Aircraft:
1. an aeroplane with a Maximum Take-off Mass (MTOM) of 2000 kg or less that is not classified as
complex motor-powered aircraft;
2. a sailplane or powered sailplane of 2000 kg MTOM or less;
3. a balloon;
4. a Very Light Rotorcraft with a MTOM not exceeding 600 kg which is of a simple design, designed to
carry not more than two occupants, not powered by turbine and/or rocket engines; restricted to VFR day
operations.”

EASA PART-FCL CHANGES - SIGN UP FOR THE EAS NEWSLETTER
UK GA aviators can also keep up to date on European developments, which will still be applicable
to us by subscribing (at no cost) to the Europe Air Sports Newsletters delivered straight to your inbox via
the Europe Air Sports website which can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org
There is a wealth of information in their Newsletters and well worth receiving issues of the EAS Newsletter
direct to your inbox, which is completely free of charge. http://www.europe-air-sports.org
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) holds major conferences, lectures and events at its headquarters
in central London at 4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ. Lectures and conferences normally open to
interested non-members. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special interest groups and local
branches in the UK, and overseas, who too organise programmes of lectures and events and is the sister
organisation of the Royal Aero Club (RAeC).

NEWS
GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN CONFERENCE 2021

The Royal Aeronautical Society General Aviation Group (GAG) holds a Light Aircraft Design Conference
and a Light Aircraft Design Competition each year. The GAG aims to encourage individuals and UK – and
Worldwide - industry to address current concerns and opportunities by imaginative application of what is
possible. Join us for the only national conference on emerging light aircraft design technology.

https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/raes-general-aviation-design-conference-2021/

EVENTS
In these challenging times of COVID-19 the RAeS have transformed how they deliver many of their events
and Lectures to ensure they continue to provide value to their membership and beyond. They look forward
to ensuring audiences receive the same high quality content but in a new and engaging way, plus it will be
accessible to everyone wherever you are in the world.
General Aviation Lecture: https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/raes-webinar-general-aviationlecture/
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Some RAeS activities may be being held but please check before attending and many others are online:
NOVEMBER:
12th: Previewing the James Webb Space Telescope. Room U020, Brockington Building,
Loughborough University: Lecture, John Thatcher, CEng, MRAeS. 19:30 - 21:00
16th: Gloucester & Cheltenham Branch lecture: Lion Air Flight JT610 - A Loss of Control Inflight
Accident Case Study (Boeing 737-8 MAX). 19:30 - 21:00. Dr Mike Bromfield CEng, CErg/HF, PhD,
FRAeS, SFTE(M), Associate Professor in Aerospace/Flight Safety Researcher and Deputy
Aerospace Programme Director, University of Birmingham & Captain Nils Jamieson CEng, MEng,
ACGI, MRAeS, Technical Pilot - Boeing, Jet2.com & GASCo Regional Safety Officer
24th: Handley Page Lecture 2021. The A350 Flight Test Campaign: new ways of testing, Professor
Fernando Alonso. 17.00. The A350 Flight Test Campaign: new ways of testing, Professor Fernando
Alonso
DECEMBER:
8th: Bedford Branch Lecture: The 21st Century Renaissance of the Transonic Wind Tunnel. Virtual
Lecture. Dr Doug Greenwell FRAeS, Consulting Aerodynamicist
21st: Gloucester & Cheltenham Branch lecture: Javelins in the Far East - Reminiscences of a young RAF
officer. 19:30 - 21:00. Ian Moir FRAeS
JANUARY 2022:
19th: Hatfield: Sir Frank Whittle Early Jet Engines. 18:30 - 20:30. Iain Whittle son of Sir Frank Whittle
reviews pioneering work on early jet engines.
FEBRUARY:
17th: WC February 2022 lecture - WW2 Fighter Piston Powerplants - up close and personal. RAF Museum
Cosford Lecture Theatre. Calum Douglas
RAeS BLOGS:
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/electrifying-general-aviation-the-revolution-continues
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/solo-flight-the-uks-brexit-deal-for-aerospace-assessed
RAeS PODCAST:
https://www.aerosociety.com/events/catch-up-on-events/video-audio-archive/
The RAeS have also have released National Aerospace Library YouTube channels which contains
over 30 videos. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvOINKE_4cR6oBMKv_8wNKA/videos
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BURSARIES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Member Organisations bursaries, scholarships and Funds
together with others that may be of interest.

ROYAL AERO CLUB BURSARIES
2022 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES

•

Aged between 14 years and 21 years; or for a follow-on bursary 24 years?

•

Have a basic air sport qualification?

•

Wish to advance your air sport qualifications but lack the funds?

•

Would up to £1,000 help you realise your air sport ambitions?

The Royal Aero Club Trust is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young people for the 2022
season. The bursaries include The Patron’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750); the Lord
Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000; the Breitling Bursary, worth up to £500; the
Bramson Bursary, worth up to £500; the George Farha Bursary; the John Downer Bursary; the Andrew
Brownsword Bursary, and a number of additional bursaries, including one kindly provided by the Crocker
family in memory of the late Jim Crocker, and one kindly provided by Pooley Flight Equipment Ltd. These
latter bursaries are worth up to £500 each. These awards are open to anyone between 14 and 21 years
of age (or 24 years for a follow-on bursary) wishing to develop their interest in either air sports or aviation.
THE CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS IS 31 MARCH 2022
Bursary application forms and terms and conditions are available for download on the Royal Aero Club
Trust website (www.royalaeroclubtrust.org)
Air sports youngsters aged from 14 to 21 years (24 years in the case of Advanced Bursaries) are
encouraged to submit applications; this includes light aircraft pilots, glider pilots, skydivers, model aircraft
and drone flyers, paraglide and hang-glide and microlight pilots, balloon pilots, and flight simulator pilots.
Full details and the rules of the recently changed scheme, as well as the relevant application forms, are
available on the Royal Aero Club Trust web site, www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

RAF CHARITABLE TRUST
The RAF Charitable Trust is developing a number of Scholarships and Awards open to serving airman,
cadets and members of the wider RAF family. These range from Scholarships for Disabled People to Air
Cadets and 6th Form Scholars with potential follow on into University to glider flying training.
https://www.airtattoo.com/the-trust/scholarships-and-awards
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FLYING FOR THE DISABLED 2022 SCHOLARSHIPS
A scholarship includes 35 hours flight tuition and associated ground school which means that most will
have flown solo and some, at their own expense, have gone on to achieve their PPL. Scholarships
commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are introduced to their
instructors and scholar training partner(s).
Flying training is undertaken at flying schools in the UK between May and October and will be of three or
four-weeks duration in either a PA-28 or a Microlight aircraft.
To apply for a scholarship complete the online enquiry form and a full application form will then be sent to
you.
https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply/#masthead

LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
Launchpoint is a registered British charity that supports gliding and aims to provide opportunities to
experience gliding and to help participants, of all ages, to develop with the sport. It does this through the
Caroline Trust Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
The Caroline Trust Award application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pwmf-lp/caroline-trust-application-form/
The Ted Lys Award application form can be found here https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lysaward-application-form/
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
Launchpoint is also the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost.

THE HONOURABLE COMPANY OF AIR PILOTS incorporating Air
Navigators SCHOLARSHIPS
In addition to flying scholarships funded directly by the Company, or one of its Charitable Trusts, each year
they are also able to fund sponsored flying scholarships which are administered by the Company.
Application criteria and information https://www.airpilots.org/scholarships-career-and-aviation/flyingscholarships/flying-scholarships-2022 These include:
'The Air BP Sterling Scholarship': for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Grayburn Scholarship' for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Cadogan Scholarship' for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Farnborough Airport Flying Scholarship' for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
Air Pilots Benevolent Fund - funding for several PPL (fixed-wing) scholarships
'The Foyle Scholarship' for one FI(R) (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Swire Scholarship' for one FI(R) (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Donaldson Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Squadron Leader Brian Letchford Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Wrigley Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Lane-Burslem Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Signature Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
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Application forms are available via this page during January and February for PPL(A), FIC(A),and the
Gliding Scholarships (all subject to availability in a given year); interviews (where applicable) will be at the
end of April/early May and will be held in London. Applications are invited from international scholars, but
applicants should be aware that interviews take place on the arranged date in London (in person) and
training must take place in a UK training organisation. Training in each instance MUST be completed by
the first week of October in the year of award; candidates should be aware that this demands a very high
level of commitment during the summer months and if offered a scholarship, the Company will expect the
recipient to meet this commitment.
Private Pilot Licence Scholarships cover all aspects of training up to licence issue for a candidate who
is prepared to dedicate a considerable part of the summer to gaining their PPL. Providing up to 45 hours
of flying training, these scholarships can take a candidate with little or no experience to completion of their
flying licence during the course of the summer; alternatively they can "finish off" someone who is already
partially trained. The scholarships are awarded entirely on merit as evidenced on the completed
application form and as assessed by a selection committee appointed by the Company. Candidates must
be 17 or over on 1 June of the year of application and the course must be completed by the beginning of
October.
Flight Instructor Certificate Scholarships cover all direct training and examination costs for the successful
candidate as they achieve their Fixed Wing Flying Instructor Certificate. Training must be completed
during the summer before the first week of October.
THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND (for GLIDING CLUBS)
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans would
be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only looking to see
that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the Fund) that the club has
the ability to make monthly repayments.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/club-development/pwmf

AIR CADET GLIDING FUNDING
If you are an Air Cadet you can apply for gliding funding via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The RAF London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft in
four themed aircraft halls.
The Museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public attractions in the Midlands,
displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War Exhibition.

They have a ‘welcome back/safety’ video! Please take a look at the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9LR9bgaa5o

MUSEUM NEWS
RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and entry is
free of charge, but parking charges apply. For more information visit: www.rafmuseum.org/cosford
01902 376200
Opening hours: August- October (incl): 10:00am - 5:00pm last entry 4:00pm
From November: 10:00am - 4:00pm
last entry 3:00pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities. There is a charge for parking.
PHOTOGRAPHY NIGHT SHOOT : 26 - 27 NOVEMBER

This specially created event for aviation enthusiasts and photographers (amateurs and professionals)
alike – with exclusive after-hours access to the Museum’s grounds, perfect to photograph iconic aircraft
in changing light as the sun sets and on into the evening. Charges apply.
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REMEMBRANCE SERVICE: 14 NOVEMBER
The RAF Museum, Cosford will be holding a Service of Remembrance on Sunday 14 November, paying
respect to those service men and women who made the ultimate sacrifice during their tours of duty.
Visitors are invited to join the service which will take place in the Museum’s Hangar 1. So please save
the date.

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am and
entry is free of charge but there are parking charges. For more information visit:
london@rafmuseum.org 0208 205 2266
Opening Hours: August- October (incl): 10:00am - 6:00pm
last entry 5:30pm
From November: 10:00am - 5:00pm
last entry 4:30pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities. There is a charge for parking.
SCOUTS DAY (AIR ACTIVITIES BADGE) 13 November 2021
Explore the science
of flight! The RAF
and
RAF
Charitable
Trust
are
the
proud
sponsors of the
Scouts Staged Air
Activities Badges.
We
are
now
holding one of our
award
winning
takeover days at
the RAF Museum
London and inviting
Scouts from all
sections to come
along to take part in
Stage 1 of Air
Activities.
Book now to avoid disappointment!
Time: 9:30am – 3:30pm

Cost: £2 per young person, leaders are free* (parking is free for this event)

Badges will be awarded at the end of the day.
*When booking, please just enter the number of young people you will be bringing in the ‘ticket
options’ section (do not include the leaders in this part or you will have to pay for them.) When you fill
in your details you will be asked to enter the number of leaders/adults attending.

REMEMBRANCE SERVICE 14TH NOVEMBER 2021 10.40AM

HANGAR 5
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Please join us at the RAF Museum, London, on Remembrance Sunday to pay respect to those
Service men and women who made the ultimate sacrifice during their tours of duty.

There will be a commemorative service followed by readings and a performance by the North London
Military Wives Choir.
We ask that if you are attending the service, to arrive by 10.30am. There will be limited seating
available, and priority will be given to those who are unable to stand for the whole service. You will
also be required to book a ticket for the service in the link below. There will be a site wide two-minute
silence at 11.00am.

Night Shoot

19 November 5.00pm to 9.00pm

Cost: £45 per person (over 16s only)
The RAF Museum London has teamed up with Threshold Aero to offer an exclusive evening shoot with
our fantastic collection of First World War Aircraft.
Two of our aircraft and a vehicle will be coming out
of their Hangar to be photographed, like never
before. Our Albatros, R.E.8. and Crossley Tender
will sit proudly outside the Hangar doors of the
Grahame White Factory for this unique
photographic opportunity. The backdrop for your
photographs will be the historic Hangar doors of
the Hangar which dates to 1912. Each aircraft will
be lit up with professional LED lighting with Auto
White Balance. This will give you the opportunity to
capture shots of the aircraft in their Museum
setting, showcased like never before and without
the public in your shots. Our small team of Living History volunteers will be posing for special shots that
will make your photos come to life. Other aircraft inside the Hangar will be lit with LED lighting and have
the barriers removed (where possible) for shots in their Museum setting, but without visiting public.
The Night Shoot will start at 5.30pm, following a short safety briefing to ensure that you get the most
out of the experience. You can also book a hot meal in advance with your ticket. You can choose from
a soft or alcoholic drink with your meal when you purchase your ticket. Hot food is only available when
booked in advance and the food will be served between 4.00pm and 6.00pm
The event is suitable for all abilities, you don’t need to be a professional photographer to enjoy the
event. A team from Threshold Aero will be on hand throughout the evening to provide assistance and
guidance if required. Please read our full terms and conditions before booking, this event is highly
dependant on weather conditions due to the delicate nature of the aircraft.
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LUNCHTIME LECTURE: THE FORGOTTEN ‘FEW’
BOMBER AND COASTAL COMMAND IN THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN 3 December 2021
At 12.30PM on 3 December, James Jefferies will explore the contribution made by Bomber and
Coastal Command during the Battle of Britain. This free lecture will be hosted in our London lecture
theatre with a live audience.
The lecture will also be live-streamed online via Crowdcast. https://www.crowdcast.io/e/cc-bc-bofb
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http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

The Vintage Aircraft Club may be of interest to RAeC members who fly older aircraft types and aim of the
Vintage Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of vintage and classic
light aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events as well as publishing a magazine called “Vintage and
Classic”. VAC has 350 members from all walks of life. Some are airline captains, Air Traffic Controllers or
Airfield Managers, some work for the NHS and others are engineers, designers, photographers, aviation
historians and writers, enthusiasts and amateur aircraft builders. Many are also PPL’s.

NEWS
My thanks to Anne Hughes, Chair of VAC for her report
Following on from the early Summer activities, the VAC has returned to normality where events are
planned and the weather gods make the final decision regarding flyable weather. Our VAC weekend at
Bodmin was one such event with beautiful weather in Cornwall but a band of low cloud across the South
of England stopping many who had the date in their diaries from attending.

(photo: Anne Hughes)

With thanks to Pete White the weekend included a saxophone band and an evening of aviation poetry and
prose entertainment from local artists. Flights around the Cornish coast were amazing and arrivals by road
brought visitors on to the airfield which was lacking in visiting aircraft! The jewel in the crown at Bodmin
airfield however was its recent recognition as a site of specific environmental interest as the traditional hay
meadow between the runways has a biodiversity unique in the area.
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Jay Gates, airfield manager, has been
working with the Eden Project and
local universities to identify the
hundreds of flowers and grasses and a
donation of seed has been collected.
Jay gave us a fascinating tour just
before the meadow was cut. At a time
of particular concern about the
environment the discovery has raised
awareness of areas on other airfields
which could also prove invaluable to
saving the planet.
(photo: Anne Hughes)

The planned fly-in at Turweston turned into an opportunity to spend time looking closely at the airfield flora
as the clouds again proved too low for aviation to take place.

However, an invitation to VAC
members to attend the Rougham
fly-in in Norfolk in September did
bring out our members for a
superb day out and opportunity to
meet up with members from
around the country. Next on the
list is our Halloween Fly-in and
AGM at Turweston followed, in
November, by the Dinner and
Awards Evening at Shuttleworth
House. (photo: Anne Hughes)

The VAC presence at the LAA Rally at Sywell in September included our enthusiastic merchandise team
raising money for the VAC after three days of successful sales. Also at the Rally we were pleased to meet
Alistair Lawrence who accepted the VAC’s Liz Inwood Taildragger Award for 2021.
Alistair now looks forward to having
more aircraft at his disposal when he
completes his course. Congratulations
to Alistair and thank you to all our
members for their continued support
throughout the year.
Do visit the VAC website to see more
and,
with an ever
increasing
membership, you can be assured
joining the VAC gives you the
opportunity to meet and socialise with
like-minded aviators in a friendly and
relaxed way in many different locations.
All updates and news of VAC events can be viewed on the VAC website.
http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational organisations involved in
enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation and aerospace inspiring the next
generation. There are 16 organisations involved including YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League,
Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums, the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together
aiming to further the opportunities and access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over
£300,000 of scholarships and bursaries each year.
The General Aviation Awareness Council have educational information for schools and many of their
members offer special facilities from visits to local airfields and pleasure flights to arranging for helicopter
visits to school sports field.
See http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress

RAeCT BURSARIES
2022 Bursary application forms and terms and conditions are available for download on the Royal Aero
Club Trust website (www.royalaeroclubtrust.org)
Air sports youngsters aged from 14 to 21 years (24 years in the case of Advanced Bursaries) are
encouraged to submit applications; this includes light aircraft pilots, glider pilots, skydivers, model aircraft
and drone flyers, paraglide and hang-glide and microlight pilots, balloon pilots, and flight simulator pilots.
The closing date for applications extended to 31st March 2022.

YES
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and more
commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire young
people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation, through:
Aircraft building projects (YES Build-a-Plane)

Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship

Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows

Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups

Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl Guides and others

Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio communications

Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters, and

Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.
YES are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help youngsters
develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.
My thanks to Ellie Carter, Chairperson, for her report: The Stansted B@P project consists of a Rans S6ES kit which has been gifted to Havering College in London. Due to the college lacking the qualified
personnel to complete the work, they decided to share the Aeroplane with STAC (Stansted Airport College)
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which had links with Ryanair Engineering Training Department that provided qualified people to complete
the project.
During the pandemic it was difficult to get a lot of work done due to the restrictions but as soon as
restrictions lifted, the Ryanair Engineering Apprentices have begun work on the project, the fuselage, flight
controls and landing gear have been assembled. We have also received a Rotax 912S engine which we
have overhauled but have just paid after almost a year of having it, engine costing around £2,500.
As the project was advancing we started to lack funding, this is where YES has applied for funding in
multiple places and fortunately Uttlesford Council was very kind and has funded us with £4,500 to continue
the project and motivate the Young Generation into flying and Aircraft Engineering. The project’s aim is to
teach youngsters in college by using a real aircraft as part of their curriculum. The £4,500 will be used to
acquire the engine, a prop and engine mounts.
Rares Turcu reports:- The Rans S6-ES is a project between Stansted Airport College (STAC), Ryanair
Engineering Apprentices and Havering College. The airplane has been donated to STAC in order to have
it built by the Ryanair Apprentices, the Student Project Leader being Rares Turcu. YES is also part of the
project, helping with part of the funding and advice. The Rans has been stored in a container for the past
4 years at Havering College before we moved it to the Ryanair hangar where it became its new home in
December 2019. Havering college did not have anyone qualified to complete the project and they kindly
donated it to Stansted Airport College under the condition of Stansted Airport College to provide the
qualified staff.
When we received the airplane it wasn’t in such a great condition and it still needed a lot of work done.
The first step was getting the tail together, we only had the 4 longerons on it initially, soon we ended up
with a built tail and the rear flight controls.

After a lot of work, and allignment we have covered everything we had in the provided fabric.
We also needed an engine for the Rans, we managed to get a Rotax 912S, engine from an airplane
involved in a hangar fire. The engine only has 270 hours on the clock, however, we had to send all of the
cylinder heads for NDT testing to ensure that their structure hasn’t been affected by the fire. The cylinder
heads turned out to be in good condition, therefore the engine can be used for flying. While the parts
were away we had the pistons removed and cleaned. We have changed the seals and gaskets around
the cylinder heads which were funded by YES.
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Rares Turcu disassembling the cylinder heads to send them for inspection
Next part of the project was moving the airplane in this condition from the Ryanair Hangar to STAC. We
moved everything there so that the project can be continued alongside the students in the college. We
want to use this opportunity to teach as many people as we can about aviation. We will continue to build
the wings in the near future and install the engine in the airplane.

Now that the airplane is moved to STAC we can proceed with the project. However, the funding is holding
us back as we need to pay for the engine, engine mounts and prop. Our aim is to pass our passion for
aviation to the new generation of engineers coming into the college and give them the opportunity to fly
in something that they built.
We have YES and the LAA working alongside us, giving guidance and funding for small necessities.

Andy Daines (Ryanair Training Manager), Rares Turcu, Jack Hawkins, Mark De Jesus and
Joseph De Saint Esteban (Ryanair Apprenices)

Being a member of the YES comitee I am aware of the lack of funds that we currently have after the
pandemic. We are seeking funding in order to continue motivating youngsters and help them pursuade
careers in aviation through our events.
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GET HIGH VOLARE!

www.gethighvolare.org

My thanks to Tim Wiltshire for his report on GET HIGH VOLARE! ...
Permanent Home...? - Well maybe... But we need your help!
Here at GHV we have had one heck of a summer, with lots of aircraft coming in needing work to return to
flight, our simulator to work on and now approaching completion, while at the same time trying to address
"The Elephant in the room", which is where we are going to put down roots.
We do of course have nationwide aspirations, which is why we fly at multiple airfields up and down the
country. But we do need a "home" airfield, where we can not only create Richard Bach's "School for
Perfection" that we always intended, but it will also serve as our engineering base.
It is vital that we own this airfield outright, and not enter into any kind of rental or leasing arrangement, as
that way every Brick we lay, is "our" brick, and doesn't end up being somebody else's or get ripped out of
the ground when the airfield becomes a Housing Estate or Industrial Park, as so many do these days.
Our airfield will be an Airfield forever, and will ensure the Charity's existence in perpetuity.
Well guess what..? we have found a suitable field to create this in South Wales, and now all we need to
do is pay for it!

It is 16 acres with a potential
300 metre runway so is
perfect for our needs, and is in
a beautiful part of the country
that we call "Tellytubby land"
(yes, there is even a local wind
turbine). More to the point, it
will make an absolutely
perfect place to create the
"Ella
Roberta
Activities
Centre" that we have in mind
as the lasting legacy of Ella
Roberta
Kissi-Debra,
of
whose story you will have no
doubt have heard.

We have saved up what we
can, and have obtained some funding towards the purchase, but we are still some way short. So come on
guys, help us please, just dig into your wallets and help us to achieve this absolutely crucial goal.
Of course this will create an airfield that many of you can fly into that will be there forever, but more to the
point, GHV wants to become completely self-sufficient, and having our own airfield will create this selfsufficiency.
(It is like that old analogy "Give me a fish, I will eat for one day, Show me how to fish, and I will eat every
day...). Helping us to achieve our goal of owning our own airfield will metaphorically set us up as fisherman,
who will no longer have to exist on handouts and the generosity of funders).
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Anything you can spare will be gratefully received, and this is a "one-time" thing, we just need to buy the
field, the rest we can do ourselves over time. It has been suggested that clubs may hold fund fly-ins, and
fundraisers to support us, and simply just make ours the nominated Charity for a particular event.
Those "better heeled" amongst us, may be able to contribute some significant sums directly, and indeed
those working pilots who have come from "self-improver" backgrounds, may be inclined to offer something
to "keep the ladder in place" behind them.
For sure, a large Corporate donor would be very welcome, however, in line with the "Ella Roberta" legacy,
this would have to be one with impeccable Environmental credentials. That said, we would be the perfect
Sponsorship recipient for the right company.
So there you are guys, we have been working towards this from the very beginning. Like the RNLI, we are
all volunteers and nobody gets a salary, and we are now very nearly there in our goal of owning our own
airfield, thereby securing the Charity's future in perpetuity, and creating an airfield that will be there for all
time.
Please help us .... If there is any way in which you may be able to help us, be it donation, sponsorship,
fundraiser, or anything else, please contact TIM on:- 07752 257277 or email:rincewindsluggage@hotmail.co.uk
We can do this if you are all firmly behind us. Grateful thanks in anticipation.

My thanks to Andre Faehndrich for the following reports:

2021 -THE YEAR OF THE GUY (THE PLANE GUY) https://www.theplaneguy.com

ANNUAL YOUNG AVIATORS EVENT
The last annual event was 14th September 2019, and to that point we had flown 1,098 youngsters and 168
adults on 910 flights, in 154 aircraft, flown by 162 pilots in 14 annual events at Sywell aerodrome,
Northamptonshire.
The 15th Annual Young Aviators event took place on 11th September 2021 and as always we are actively
looking for sponsors. If you are interested, or want to display at, or participate (as Scouts & non-Scouts)
or fly some youngsters, please contact Andre Faehndrich directly.
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YOUNG AVIATORS NO 15 (YA 015) SATURDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER 2021
SYWELL AERODROME
My thanks to Andre Faehndrich for this report
Saturday 11th September at Sywell Aerodrome started off a little cloudy but with promises of brightening
up and we were not to be disappointed.
We quickly got the registration area set-up, with Covid separation of paramount importance, and we were
worried that the hour allotted, with only 1 line of youngsters (instead of the normal 2 lines) would stretch
beyond the estimate, but a great job by Peter Morrall from the Scouts Association and new volunteer
Mayda Isherwood, ensured a swift registration process was undertaken and we were all ready for the
general safety briefing at 10:00.
This year, as there had been no event in 2020, we had pent up demand from not only participants but also
pilots and I had registered a total of 133x participants (15x non-Scouts and 118x Scouts), and expecting
the usual 10% no shows, but with Scout replacements we came in close to the 133x (see full facts ‘n
figures later).
Also I had had an unprecedented interest from pilots this year, thanks in part to the sponsorship of AOPA
UK, and also the superb promotion of the event by Andy Fell, who sent out many e-mails and Facebook
messages to the BMAA pilots list. Also very helpful was Mick Elborn of AOPA UK who also got some
AOPA members to come along again, with repeated e-mail reminders. A total of 26x pilots and 21x aircraft
approached me and volunteered their services.
Lily Clark was excellent at the important job of welcoming the pilots and collecting their self-certification
forms and giving them the Sywell Aerodrome briefing document and their meal vouchers.
Anyway for me the greatest honour and high-light was the sponsorship this year of Young Aviators No 15,
by AOPA UK (www.aopa.co.uk) . We had been discussing sponsorship since February 2020, when
applications had been submitted, but Covid put a stop to that and the YA 015 event in September 2020
was cancelled due to Covid. For this sponsorship, I have Mick Elborn (Executive Committee Member/Web
Administrator) of AOPA UK to thank, for all his support and his unfaltering support of a new area that
AOPA UK want to see more of, and we may well see more, albeit smaller regional YA events around the
UK, where AOPA UK can continue their support of getting young people involved in aviation. Both Mick
Elborn and AOPA UK Office Manager Mandy Nelson both attended on behalf of AOPA.
AOPA are also very active in trying to save those airfields that are currently under active threat of closure,
such as Coventry-Baginton, where a proposed Giga-factory making electric car batteries is slated to close
the airfield forever within 3 years, and will isolate a number of active flying clubs, a superb engineering
business (overhaul & restoration from small vintage aircraft up to DC-6 size and bigger), a vintage jet
overhaul business (Heritage Gas Turbines) and some vintage aircraft (WZ507, the only ex RAF De
Haviland Vampire T.11 currently airworthy in the world - see https://vampireflight.co.uk/). Also needing to
relocate, if the airfield closes, is the Shackleton Trusts Avro Shackleton AEW.2 WR963
https://www.avroshackleton.co.uk rumoured to be going to York - Elvington, and Hawker Siddeley Nimrod
MR.2P XV232, https://xv232.com which is rumoured to having to relocate to St Mawgan, both at
tremendous expense and effort to both their current keepers. This is a real pity as Coventry is the ONLY
location in the UK that has the original ASW (Anti-Submarine Warfare) aircraft and its replacement
displayed side-by-side.
This marked a major validation of the event for me, as before I’d always self-funded Young Aviators, apart
from the odd £200 sponsorship, which I’d always struggled to get. This sponsorship enables me to
broaden the appeal of the event. Thanks a million to Mick Elborn and AOPA UK for their faith in sponsoring
the event, and I look forward to working together with AOPA UK on future sponsorship opportunities as
well as future YA events, Vintage aviation, airfields and STEM opportunities.
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2019 (Young Aviators 014) marked the debut of a “Space” element to the event. Previously every event
had a variety of different displays, from static gliders, Vintage World War 1 aircraft, to Beech 18s, Harvards,
Nanchang in static, a balloon basket with a burner, to marshalling displays, stomp rockets, a complete
balloon inflation, model aircraft static and flying displays, to one of the most enjoyed – a hovercraft (well it
does fly!) which caused some hilarity when the local police turned up (asking what was up with all the
flying aircraft) and the PC later came back with a huge grin on his face, after having a glide around in the
hovercraft – however I did request he did not do a broadcast on the police radio, otherwise potentially we
could’ve had the full local constabulary in attendance!!!.
This year we welcomed Space Store https://www.spacestore.co/ back again. I had seen them in
Farnborough in July 2018, when I was helping on the RAeS Build-a-Plane stand, and I’d heard Tim Peake
(one of my hero’s) was giving a talk next door. I spoke with them afterwards and they agreed to take part
in YA 014. They came with a Space Suit (very popular exhibit) which could be worn, and they had some
VR goggles, and sold some merchandise. They also offered two of the young aviators a work experience
day.
Unfortunately this year due to Covid, we could not use the Space Suit, but Lea Ringler and Chloe Green
enjoyed themselves and reported another great response and brisk trade.
Alongside them in Hangar 2, we had Phil Johnson, from The Guild of Aviation Artists
https://www.gava.org.uk who ran the 2021 FAI aviation artist competition https://www.fai.org/news/themefai-young-artists-contest-2021-revealed-friendlier-world-air-sports and later reported that we have some
amazingly talented people of all ages, who took part and he yet again thoroughly enjoyed the event.
Between these two we had a new exhibit, compliments of the excellent charity Fly2Help
https://www.fly2help.org and Kim Lewington, her husband Darren (who also has a business making art
pieces from parts of aircraft https://www.aerotiques.co.uk/) and they, with her son Kieran Foottit, brought
along the amazing “Travelling Airport” exhibition, which is an amazing set-up, showing the path of a
passenger through an airport, from Security, through Check-in, getting on board the aircraft, flying the
aircraft, marshalling, air traffic control and many other aspects of a typical journey on an aircraft. This
reminded me of the exhibition at the Heathrow Visitors centre on the northern perimeter, when they had
the centre set up to show case Terminal 5 before it was approved and built. A thoroughly engaging display
and thanks to Kim and her team for coming along.
Out in the square, we had two static aircraft – the beautiful SIAI-Marchetti SF.260 aerobatic aircraft GRAZI, with its owner Paul Freedland. Paul is a display pilot and he shows RAZI off to great effect at the
likes of Duxford and other displays. G-RAZI is Swell based, and Paul is also a share holder with Alina and
Peter Kerr, in Beagle 121 Pup G-AVLN (MSN 004) also Sywell based, and who showed their lovely aircraft
off to good effect and got the grey cells tested by giving adults and Young Aviators alike, a list of potential
problems, that had to be identified and rectified before a flight.
Two Microlights from Headon near Retford, Nottinghamshire, alas did not make it as they were going to
be in static and their passengers would have taken part as Young Aviators. Perhaps next year?.
Finally Amanda Lord and Rob Mott of the British Microlight Aircraft Association (www.bmaa.org) very kindly
arranged and manned the BMAA Flight Simulator, which was kept very busy all day by prospective pilots.
A big Thank You to Steve Dancer and Sebastian Pooley at Pooleys (www.pooleys.com) for providing all
the goodie bags once again, and for providing Jon Edington and his team with some charts, rulers and
protractors for the navigation training, to Steve Slater CEO of the Light Aircraft Association
(www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk) for their excellent LAA Today summary magazine, as well as a copy
of their wonderful Airfield Booklet for youngsters.
Last but definitely not least Jon Edginton and his able team of Gavin Richards, Damian Mattock and Mark
Parker did a superb job of running the navigation training sessions for the very first time, in the room beside
the porch of the hotel, and will hopefully come back to do more of the same in YA 2022.
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I was also very lucky to have the following additional volunteers - Tommy Dwyer, Fii West-Ley and her son
Tor West-Ley (who was our 1,000th Young Aviator back in YA 014 in September 2019), Denise Faehndrich
who brought along the cakes and cut them, Frank and Milly Leonhardt from the Scouts, and a final thanks
to Jonathan and Judith Hazell, who for the 5th year running co-ordinated the Northamptonshire Scouts
from all the various Districts, and also once again set up and ran the Bus Stop so expertly, which meant
we got to fly all Young Aviators and some additional adults and a few kids as well. A terrific achievement
and a very special thanks to Jonathan and Judith for all their sterling efforts over the last 5 years. Assisting
them were Mick McGurk and Ian Dunkley.
All 30x volunteers and 24x Pilots were fed and watered as a very small “Thank You” for coming along to
Sywell to fly the youngsters and the inevitable adults and even a few kids who flew with their Mums.

Participating pilots & aircraft were:
From Sywell - G-SLNT Flight Design CTSW (Ben Oram & Kevin Walton), G-CEAM Eurostar Ev97 (Carl
Skerritt & Jeremy Rawlings), G-XLAM Skyranger 912S (Chris Levings, Matthew Burham & Richard
Wenham), G-CJAK Skyranger (Allan Birt). From Andrewsfield - G-CMEW WT9 Dynamic Microlight
(Michael Frost), From Bourne - G-CIGG Flexwing P&M GTR (Phil Smith) and G-GTFC Flexwing P&M
Qwik (Andy Fell), From Chatteris - G-JENK Ikarus C42 FB80 (Paul Neve) and G-CEGL Ikarus C42 FB80
(Stuart Threadgill), From Enstone - G-MACC Carbon Cub EX-2 (Mark Albery), From Finmere - G-OWBA
Pioneer 300 Hawk (Ben Davis), From Garford, near Oxford - G-CDAX P&M Quik 912 Flexwing (Laurie
Hurman), From Laindon - G-CDKK Flexwing P&M Qwik (Paul Knight), From Parsonage Farm Strip,
Newmarket - G-RESG Dyn Aero MCR-01 Club (Richard Greenwood), From Priory Farm, Tibenham,
Norfolk - G-DGAV P & M Aviation Quik 912S (Matt Howe), From Sandy - G-LPIN Flexwing P&M GTR
(Geoffrey Coan), From Sibson - G-BGMJ GY201 Minicab (Tony Wakefield & John Hawkins) and From
White Waltham - G-MOVI Piper PA32R-301 (Jason Bray and John Beasley).
Scout Groups taking part were - Barton-le-Clay (24x), 2nd Cottesmore (10x), 2nd Cambourne (21x),
Whiteleaf (5x), 1st Stoke Poges (5x), 22nd Oxford Sea Scouts Mercury Troop (6x), 28th Oxford (Littlemore)
(6x), 43rd Oxford Old Marston (12x), 1st Coventry (Allesley Village) (10x) and Northamptonshire Scouts
(24x).

We flew our 1,000th youngster at Young Aviators 2019, here the pilot and the youngster celebrate

Facts and Figures
So what were the final totals? - on Saturday 11th September 2021 we had a total of 127x flights, by 20x
aircraft flown by 24x pilots. We flew a total of 140x - made up of 122x Young Aviators (11x Non-Scouts,
111x Scouts), plus 16x adults and 2x kids. This year we had our 1,000th Young Aviator Flight, while in
2019 we had our 1,000th Young Aviator fly.
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This now gives us a total of 1,220x youngsters (360x non-Scouts, 848x Scouts and 12x ATC) and 186x
adults on 1,037x flights, in 173x aircraft, flown by 185x pilots in 15x annual events at Sywell Aerodrome,
Northamptonshire. Not a bad record by any stretch of the imagination.
Finally a HUGE thanks once more to Sywell Aerodrome, to owner Michael Bletsoe-Brown and Kathy
Putnam, for being so generous in their hosting of the event, and for providing Hangar 2, the Navigation
Room and waiving all the landing fees for all the Young Aviator flights. To Siobhan and all great team in
The Pilots Mess, for doing the catering and for helping with the pilots lunches being provided so punctually.
A fantastic 15th Annual event and here’s looking forward to more of the same at the 16th Annual Young
Aviators event at Swyell Aerodrome on Saturday 10th September 2022 – see
www.theplaneguy.com/YA2022

YOUTH BUILD-A-PLANE PROJECTS
Andre Faehndrich also keeps tab of the approximate 38 Youth Build-a-Plane projects around the UK. He
also supports existing builds, and gives advice to prospective projects as and when requested.
Did you know that the only primary school in the UK, are currently building an SSDR (Single Seat De
Regulated) a Fokker Eindecker, at Saint Ronan's School, Water Lane, Hawkhurst, Kent TN18 5DJ.

The Fokker Eindecker and it’s superb finish - a real pity to cover it

or that the only all-girls school, Beneden School, Hemsted Park, Benenden, Kent TN17 4AA, are now
other their 2nd build-a-plane project, another Skyranger under the BMAA “New Horizons” project.
The latest, and full list of all known Youth Build-a-Plane projects, will appear on the “The Plane Guy” website shortly.

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics)
A STEM Ambassador for over 12 years, Andre uses a wide variety of tools to bring the STEM message to
schools, youth groups, Scouts and others across the country.
Using a complete, but non-airworthy RANS S6 Coyote II aircraft (an ex LAA Hangar Queen) and working
with Chris Jefferson of Sci-Hi-Education with his amazing 1/3 size Hurricane, we do STEM days at Schools
around the country.
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RANS S6 Coyote II – Hen and two chicks in Cambridge

Chris and his beautiful 1/3 size Hurricane at Brooklands Museum Aviation Day

Andre is also looking at re-activating more of the approximate 2,500 LAA Hangar Queens (That is
incomplete, forgotten or abandoned projects and aircraft). So if you have an aircraft, or you want to help
re-activate a forgotten aircraft or build project, then once again please contact Andre Faehndrich directly,
andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com and see what you can do together.

THE WOOD STORE, BARTON
Andre has started a new initiative for 2021, to produce pedal planes and to give employment to some wood
& iron workers, apprentices and youngsters.
Currently pedal plane plans are only available from the USA. They are however only available in Imperial
(“Feet & Inches” in old money) and are now a 30-year old design.
The initiative involves designing a new “super-sized” pedal plane, as kids have got “bigger” both in “width”
and “leg length” and plans will eventually be produced and sold in Metric and eventually flat pack pedal
plane kits and complete pedal planes will be available to purchase.
Also to be produced are other “wood-based” products, such as rocking horses, plane based shelving and
much more.
Check out The Plane Guy website for more details. https://www.theplaneguy.com/
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VINTAGE & HERITAGE AVIATION
Andre has also been busy with ground crew activities, and STEM events keeping the only ex-RAF Vampire
T.11 in the world (WZ507/G-VTII) of the Vampire Preservation Group airworthy. Currently based at
Coventry-Baginton, this beautiful aircraft attends various events, and also provides a centre piece to some
STEM days around the UK. See https://vampireflight.co.uk/

A beautiful shot of a beautiful aircraft – WZ507 the only T.11 airborne in the world

Another aircraft used for STEM (and the first Jet into the LAA Rally at Sywell, and which also took part in
Young Aviators in 2019) is the beautiful Jet Provost MK 52 G-PROV, based at Nottingham-Tollerton.
More events with both aircraft are planned in 2021 onwards. Also moved over the last 18 months are
Goblin engines (for The Vampire) and Vipers (for the Jet Provost) as well as a Derwent (Meteor) engine.

Pilot Tatiana, with G-PROV, enthuses some Scouts at Young Aviators 2019 at Sywell Aerodrome

As a STEM Ambassador, Andre is now helping the Lightning T5 (XS458) team at Cranfield, set up a
Heritage Centre. See www.lightningt5.com/ or join their Facebook page “Lightning T5 Group”
Between September and its final flight on Friday 4th December 2020, Andre was heavily involved in helping
to preserve G-BNLY, a ex British Airways Boeing 747-436, in Retro Landor colours, which flew into its final
resting place at Dunsfold Aerodrome in Surrey.
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Boeing 747-436 G-BNLY in “Retro” Landor colours at Heathrow

Andre drew up a detailed STEM and Heritage plan, to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of British Airways
in 2019, and the 50th Anniversary of the Boeing 747 in service with British Airways in 2020.

AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE MOVES
Over the years and before the pandemic struck, lots of aircraft have been successfully moved (approx. 40)
not only for YES (Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the LAA), but also the Royal
Aeronautical Society/Boeing “Schools Build-a-Plane projects. Also lately, a large number of Jet Engine
moves have taken place for not only the Vampire and Jet provost) but others, which will be used for STEM.

OLD WARDEN 2021
Previously involved with the 2019 set-up of the STEM Centre at Old Warden, Andre will continue his work
with his local airfield & museum, subject to the lifting of COVID restrictions, Andre and his RANs aircraft
and a few pedal planes and his ever present Border Collie “Barney”, will attend all the May to October
2021 Air Shows, on the 1st Sunday of the month.

Barney the Border Collie guarding the RANs at Air-Britain Fly-in at Turweston in 2019
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JUNIOR GLIDING CENTRES (JGCS)
The British Gliding Association has set up a network of Junior Gliding Centres (JGCs) to help you get what
you want out of the sport. Each centre is part of a leading BGA affiliated club and is just the place to meet
up with other young pilots, develop your gliding skills and have a great time. Everything is set up so that
you’ll feel part of the gang from day one and can get straight down (or up!) to flying and having fun.
Subject to completing the required training, you can fly a glider solo at age 14. And there is no upper age
limit.
https://www.gliding.co.uk/juniorgliding

UK JUNIOR GLIDING
https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior-gliding/
The 'mission statement' of UK Junior Gliding is:
To promote, encourage and develop Junior Gliding within the UK, and remove barriers to
participation at all levels.


To ensure British gliding continues to grow from grass roots, and that young pilots are
retained within the sport.



CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet schemes. These
schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for assisting with daily club operations.
Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.

YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
The BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 (on the date of the award) for a
flight training bursary.
In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in microlighting and will be
selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground based assessments to
ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
If you would like to be considered please complete and
https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursary-application-form

submit

the

form

found

Application for 2022 will likely close 31th March 2022.
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